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Abstract

In the last 15 years there have been great technological advances in
Information Technology. These advances have generated a new range of
criminal activities. There are many different types of computer crime
ranging from copying software illegally for commercial purposes to
unauthorised entry to networks. Computer crime causes heavy losses to
companies manufacturing software and hardware. Computer crime is
prevalent in many countries in Asia notwithstanding the existence of
legislative, national and international dimensions.

This paper
Defines, documents and records the evolution of the Computer crime
legislation;
Identifies and considers the law, particularly legislation in Western
countries and Asia;
Offers explanations for the lack of enforcement of computer crime
laws;
Focuses on the failure of the law in Asia, especially India and China;
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Offers suggestions for improving the effectiveness of the law in these
regions;
Makes recommendations from different perspective; and
States the author's conclusion on this paper.
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1.0 Introduction to Computers: From Past to Present
Summary : This Chapter summarises the development of computers from their
earliest origin in about 1870. This chapter also describes the different generations of
computers and their capabilities.

Even though the development of computers took place from the late nineteenth
century, computer technology has undergone radical changes only in the past 50 years.
The Industrial Revolution in Great Britain resulted in a virtual transformation of the
Society. The Industrial Revolution began in early twentieth century in Great Britain
and spread rapidly to other countries in Europe and to the United States. In the
nineteenth century, several characteristics that set United States apart from Britain and
actually facilitated the process of industrialisation. The United States was also vastly
aided by the natural resources like land, forests, minerals, etc. The raw materials
required for industrialisation, were available in plenty. Because of the availability of
land, there was always shortage of labour. The workers were treated very well and
laboursaving machinery was not considered as a threat to the welfare of the working
class. This shortage helped the workers to welcome the laboursaving devices. The
Americans in general focused on creativity, ingenuity and new design.'

Stern, N. and Stern, R.A. (1993) "Cwnputers in Society"
Page 4 1-43
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The United States' entry into the computational field began in the late nineteenth
century, when the need for a laboursaving equipment was established. The American
Census had always required a significant amount of labour. In 1880, the Census task
was undertaken by John Shaw Billings, who immediately recognised the critical need
for mechanical tabulating equipment. He encouraged his assistant Herman Hollerith,
to investigate this need. By 1884, Hollerith had developed reliable tabulating machines
which utilised the punched card concept that is still in some places an important aspect
of the data processing industry to-day. Hollerith used a card punched with holes to
represent an individual's vital statistics such as birth date, sex and citizenship.

The

cards measured 3.25" by 6.625", the exact size of the dollar at that time. Hollerith
developed a specific code for representing data with the use of punched holes. This
code, called Hollerith Code is still used for punched card systems being used in some
parts of the world.

He also designed a sorter and a tabulator for performing the

required operations.2

To tabulate the punched data, the cards would pass a set of contract brushes. If
there was a hole in a specified position of the card, the contact brush would complete an
electric circuit with the metal supporting the card. Without a punched hole, the electric
circuit could not be completed. Each completed electric circuit activated a counting
mechanism, and I would be added to the appropriate counter. The sorter positioned the
cards in various slots depending on the punched holes. This system saved a

2

ibid. page 4 1-43
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considerable amount of labour and the 1 890 census was completed in a record two
years

Hollerith's system spread rapidly to other organizations in the United States and
Europe and was also used for the 1900 U.S.Census. The Census Department of
America undertook some research and development activities as Hollerith was found
too expensive. James Powers, an employee developed another version of punched card
and marketed from his own company.

Both Hollerith and Powers each felt that their product was the best and started
developing it. This development represents the start of the computer age and marks
the first stage in the evolution of the computer industry.

In 1911, Holerith sold his

company to Tabulating Machine Company which later in 1924 became the International
Business Machines (IBM). Powers sold his company to Remington Rand, which later
in 1955 became the Sperry Rand. From the start till date, these two companies, IBM
and Sperry-Univac are fierce competitors for the computer market.5

The United States became a leader in many fields, including computing, and in
the production of many products like cash registers, adding tabulators, etc. Many
computing research projects had been commenced by the beginning of Second World

ibid, page 4 1-43
ibid, page 4 1-43
ibid. page 4 1-43
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War and were stimulated by the need of a war time environment. The Second World
War marks the beginning of a period of dramatic technological advancement.6

In 1937, Howard Aikean from Howard University developed the idea for an
electromechanical computer. IBM funded his ideas in 1939 and the Mark I computer
was developed. This computer was faster than other calculators sold at that time. In
1943, the Moore School of Electrical Engineering developed 'electronic computer'
called ENIAC.

This computer was many times faster than the electromechanical

computer.7

The ENIAC computer contained 18,000 vacuum tubes, 30 panels and occupied
one big room. It did not have program storage facility.
conceived the stored program concept and developed EDVAC.

The Moore school staff
8

In 1950, the computer field had spread to all over the world. In a few years many
commercial companies like IBM, NCR, and Burroughs were actively started involving
in the development of the commercial computers. Within short time a billion dollar
computer industry had started.9

The following table illustrates the early development of computers.

')

ibid. page 4 1-43
ibid., page 41-43
ibid, page 4 1-43
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Computer

Where developed

Pioneers

Dates

Features

Mark

Harvard Computation
Laboratory
(IBM
Sponsored the project)

Howard Aiken

1939-44

Electromechanical
computer: could not store
programs

Relay
Computer
MOD I

Telephone
Bell
Laboratories

George Stibitz and
Sam Williams

1939-43

Electromechanical computer

ABC
Computer

Iowa State College

Vincent,
John
Atanasoff
and
Clifford Berry

1939-42

Electronic Vacuum tube
computer: special-purpose
but could not be completed

ENIAC

Moore
School
of
Electrical Engineering,
University
of
Pennsylvania

John Mauchly and
J.Presper Eckert

1943-46

First operational electronic
digital
computer;
programmable by manual
setting switches.

EDVAC

Moore
School
of
Electrical Engineering,
University
of
Pennsylvania

Begun by Mauchly
and Eckert. But
they left to start
their own business

1944-51

First
electronic
digital
commercial
computer
designed to have storedprogram capabilities.

-

I

Source : Stem, N. and Stem, R.A. (1983) "Computers in
Society" Prentice Hall, Inc. Page 47
-

-
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The following table illustrates the development of the various computer
generations and its characteristics.

Description

Technology

First
Generation
(1951-1958)

Second
Generation
(1958-1964)

Third
Generation
(1964-1971)

Fourth
Generation
(1971

Vacuum
mercury
lines;
oriented,

Transistors;
oriented

Integrated
Circuits;
sharing;
oriented,

Very large scale
ICs.
Bubble
MiniMemory;
computer oriented

tubes;
delay
card-

Milli-Seconds
(thousands of
second)

Operation Time

a

tape-

Micro-seconds
(millionths of
second)

a

-

timedisk-

Nanoseconds
(billionth of
second)

Nanoseconds
or
picoseconds
(trillionths of a
second)

a

Cost

$5 / function

$0.50 / function

$ 0.05 / function

$ 0.01 to 0.0001 /
function

Processing speed

2000 instructions
per second

million
1
instructions
per
second

10
million
instructions
per
second

100 million to 1
billion instructions
per second

100 4000

4000-32000

32000 3,000,000

3,000,000 to +

time
Mean
between failures

Minutes Flours

Days

Weeks

Weeks to Months

Auxiliary Units

Punched
oriented

Tape oriented

Disk oriented

Disk, floppies and
mass storage

Memory
(bytes)

size

-

-

Card

-

Source : Stem, N. and Stern, R.A. (1983) "Computers in
Society" Prentice Hall, Inc. Page 49
-

-
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To-day, the cost and size of computers is rapidly decreasing while the speed and
reliability is increasing. Consumers are receiving more value for their money.
Increasing research and development is being undertaken in this field and for many
people, the computer is an integral part of their education and commercial activities.
Many software programs are being written to minimise users' specialised skills. All
Maintenance

modern software are user-friendly and utilizes built-in help texts, etc.
costs have also fallen considerably.

The following diagram depicts the current trends in the computer industry.

Current Trends in Computer Industry

Reliability

Cost and

Source : Stern, N. and Stern, R.A. (1983)- "Computers in Society"
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Software Piracy and Computer Misuse
2
Problem
Summary

-

Dimension of the

This chapter defines software piracy and other forms of computer

misuse and considers consequent losses and cost to the computer industry.

2.1

Definition of Software Piracy and Computer Misuse

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defined
computer misuse as 'any illegal, unethical or unauthorised behaviour related to the
automatic processing and transmission of data'.

10 Computer misuse includes illegal

copying of software for personal use, copying and selling software illegally for
commercial purposes, copying the source (source code is the lines of programs
developed by the programmers for producing a software package) and modifying it to
make it appear that it is developed by the copiers. Related computer misuses include
developing viruses, tapping into networks and making illegal entries and illegal
transactions, deleting files in the internet by logging into system illegally, etc. The
most form of misuse, to have evolved, is the creation of the viruses which delete
documents. The creation of viruses was started by two persons, who created a virus
program to delete some files when the computer is switched on. The virus program,
deleted all the files in the computer and then it went to another computer through the
network connections. Within one week, it had deleted almost all the files in the

ID

Jackson. Margaret "Computer Crime Legislation: An international Overview"
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Working Paper No. 13 August 1992
1
31/08/96
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computers in the American computer network, causing an estimated losses of $1 billion.
The programmers took sadistic pleasure in deleting files in others' computers. Other
programmers followed suite, and within a short time there were many virus programs.
This stimulated the development of "Virus cleaning software" programs.' Computer
viruses can affect the system completely and hence must be taken very seriously. The
most effective way to prevent infection is to avoid exposure to viruses by implementing
safe practices.

-

In another case, a programmer in America, modified the banking program just to
take the rounding off of every customer's transaction and transferred to his bank
account. In all banks, supermarkets, etc. if a customer has to pay for example, $12.92,
it would be rounded to $12.90 to facilitate the customer and the seller to get or pay
correct change. In all the bills, there will be one item called 'rounding off. The
programmer took advantage of this, and credited the rounding off benefit amount to his
bank account. They went unnoticed for six months and the programmer made more
than million dollars. One clerk when printing the statement of accounts for the
customers, took notice of the programmer's exceptionally lengthy statement of account
and start inquiring. The programmer was caught but not before he spent most of the

ibid. Page 3
Wayland Buddy Hancock, "Automation-Understanding Computer Viruses
American Agent & Broker December 1993 Page 61
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money in other activities. This is another type of computer misuse, making use of the
ignorance of the others. 1

3

Another computer misuse, of major and general concern, is entering into Internet
and other networks illegally and reading and transferring information belonging to other
companies. This creates a lot of concern in the Internet users and lot of money is spent
on Research and Development to curb this activity. Information espionage is also a
serious form of computer misuse for which there is no remedy available at present.
Many watchdog organisations are closely investigating the piracy on the internet. The
Software Publishers Association (SPA) has been investigating reports of the software
piracy on the Internet.

The internet which started as a Unix operating system oriented

university based communication network now reaches many corporations and
government sites in more than 100 countries. Now many individuals are buying the
Internet software, so that they can have instant communication with the rest of the
world. 1 4

A major problem with the Internet is that the softwares can be downloaded in
countries such as former Soviet Union or Italy that do not have antipiracy laws. There

13

From my memory, what happened when I was studying Bachelor degree in Information
Technology.
14
Willett, Shawn "SPA investigates reports of rampant piracy on the Internet" IT NewsMarch 22, 1993-Page 12
3 1/08/96
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is no central administrator or system operator for Internet in those places. It is also very
difficult to monitor the Internet.'5

2.2 The loss

Software piracy, by users has been identified as the worst problem facing the
software industry today. Software piracy permits the shadow diffusion of a software
parallel to its legal diffusion in the market place, increasing its user base over time.
Because of this software shadow diffusion, a software firm loses potential profits, access
to a significant proportion of the software user base, opportunities for cross-selling, and
marketing its other products and new generations of software.'6

In an alarming article, Business Week (1992) estimated that some of the most
competitive American industries lost global sales estimated at as much as $17 billion to
pirates. These industries included pharmaceutical, software, movies, sound recordings
and books. However among these industries the software industry was identified as
having lost the most sales to pirates, $9 to $10 billion in one year of $17 billion.
Software piracy is not limited to the international markets. The Software Publishers
Association for the software industry has estimated that illegal software cost the industry
in the United States in 1993 (Fortune 1994). An independent study commissioned by

'S

ibid, Page 12
Givon, Moshe., Mahajan, Vijay., and Muller, Eitan., "Software Piracy: Estimation of
Lost Sales and the Impact of Software Diffusion" Journal a/Marketing Vol 59
January 1995 Pages 29-37
31/08/96
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the Business Software Alliance (BSA), an international organisation of the software
firm, has called the software piracy the industry's worst problem. It has been estimated
by the SPA that there is one illegal copy of software in use for every one and one-half
legal copies (goldman 1992) and that is 40% of the software used in the United states is
illegal. (Fortune 1994).'

Despite this alarming figure, this is perhaps the lowest ratio of illegal to legal
software use anywhere in the world. It has been reported that such estimates are worst
in many of the European countries, for example. 80% of the software used in Italy and
much worse in many countries in Latin America, the Middle East and in Asia.
(Goldman 1992). The BSA reports that world wide losses from pirated business
software edged upto $13 billion in 1993 from $12 billion in 1992. (Austin American
Statesman 1994).8 It is estimated that illegal duplication robs Canada's software
industry $200 million a year.'9

Such statistics clearly suggest that the software piracy is harmful to the software
firms. By losing sales, they forego potential profits. By not knowing the users of
pirated software they also lose opportunities to cross-sell their other products, market
new generations of software and capitalise on any suggestions from pirates for

17

Givon, Moshe., Mahajan, Vijay., and Muller, Eitan., "Software Piracy: Estimation of
Lost Sales and the Impact of Software Diffusion" Journal of IvIarketing Vol 59
January 1995 Pages 29-37. The references quoted in the brackets are, as mentioned
in the article by the authors of this article. Page 29-37.
"
ibid, page 29
"
Resnick, Alex "Curbing Software Pirates" CA Magazine May 1993 Page 50
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improving the software or developing new products. A frustrating question for the
software designers is how to manage the product when they do not know a significant
Software piracy results in loss of high technology

number of their product users.20

investment and trade, loss ofjobs and loss of tax revenues. Governments all over the
world are taking appropriate steps to enact proper legislation. In most of the countries,
legal software only accounts for a very small portion of the total software used.2 '

20

Givon, Moshe., Mahajan, Vijay., and Muller, Eitan., "Software Piracy: Estimation of
Lost Sales and the Impact of Software Diffusion" Journal of Marketing Vol 59
January 1995 Page 29
21
Malhotra, Yogesh "Controlling Copyright Infringements of Intellectual Property: The
Case of Computer Software Part I" IS Management June 1994 Page 34
31/08/96
1
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3. Computer Crime Legislation In Western Countries

Summary

This chapter documents the evolution of the computer crime

legislation in western countries. Aspects of computer misuse have been addressed by
various items of legislation. The earliest attempt to legislate for computer misuse is
found in the Swedish Data Act, 1972. Since then several countries have enacted their
own legislation.

3.1 Introduction

In the United Kingdom, legislative examination of the problem of computer
misuse commenced in the mid 1980 with the reports from two law commissions : the
1986 Report on Computer Crime by the Scottish Law Commission and the 1988
Working Papers No.110 Computer Misuse by the United Kingdom Law Commission.
Due to the pressures of unification, Europe is perhaps the only international region in
which a consistent legislative approach may now be achieved.22

The OECD defined computer crime as being 'any illegal, unethical or unauthorised
behaviour related to the automatic processing and transmission of data'. Please note not
all categories of computer misuse, (such as copying software for personal use,

22

Jackson Margaret "Computer Crime Legislation: An international Overview"
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Working Paper No.13 August 1992- Page 3
31/08/96
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downloading software from internet for self-study, etc.) are recognised as criminal
offences

3.2

•23

Jurisdictions in Europe

Over many years, many legislation have been proclaimed by the European
countries in computer crime. The first computer crime legislation enacted in Europe
was contained in the Swedish Data Act of 4 April 1973. While primarily dealing with
the protection of personal data, this Act contained a section which stated that 'any person
who unlawfully obtains access to a recording of automatic data processing or unlawfully
alters or obliterates or enters such a recording in a file, shall be sentenced for data
trespass.

,24

Other European countries have gradually introduced different forms of computer
crime legislation. The work of the Council of Europe, in particular has provided useful
guidelines about what types of computer misuse should be criminalised. The Council
of Europe issued guidelines to provide guidance to its 26 member nations.25 These
guidelines represent a consensus among members that certain types of computer misuse

23

Copyright Law Review Committee, (1993), "Draft Report on Computer Software
Protection", Govt. of Australia Publications
Jackson Margaret "('oniputer Crime Legislation: An international Overview"
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Working Paper No.13 August 1992 Page 4
2
The members of the Council of Europe are Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, San Marino,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and Britain.
31/08/96
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should be treated as criminal acts in view of the harm they can cause. It should be
noted that intentional action by a perpetrator is required before a criminal liability is
attracted.26

The legislation is necessary to overcome

misuses such as computer fraud,

computer forgery, damage to computer data or programs, computer sabotage,
unauthorised access, unauthorised interception, unauthorised reproduction of a program
and unauthorised production of topography.

The Council will be reviewing member

states' legislation to see whether the guidelines for national legislatures have had any
effect on harmonisation. If not, the Council may seek to develop an international
convention which will become binding on members.27

Greece and the United Kingdom are the two European countries which have
introduced computer crime legislation fairly recently. Greece enacted computer crime
legislation on 31 August 1988 by introducing three new offences to the Greek Penal
Code.28

First, to overcome the fact that the Greek Law does not recognise the theft of

information, Article 370B makes it an offence to obtain unauthorised access to, or to
copy, use or disclose to a third party, computer data or programs which constitute state,
scientific or professional secrets or secrets of a public or private enterprise. The penalty
is up to three months' imprisonment but this penalty is increased to imprisonment of up

16

27

ibid. page 2-6

ibid. page 6
Stauropou!ou, M. & Reed, C. (1989) "The New Greek Law 1989" Computer
Law and Practice Page 216 as cited in ibid. page 6
31/08/96
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to one year if the offender is an employee of the possessor of the data or if the secret is
of considerable economic value. A prosecution can be brought only if there is a formal
complaint by the person whose system has been breached.29

Article 370C makes it an offence to obtain unauthorised access to data entered
into a computer or computer program, or to copy or use a computer program unlawfully.
If the unauthorised act concerns the international relations or security of the state, heavy
penalties are applicable. A prosecution can only be brought by the person whose
system has been interfered with, and unauthorised access to data per se is only
punishable if explicitly prohibited by an internal regulation or a written decision of the
possessor of the data.3°

Finally, Article 387A states that an offence has occurred if a person damages
another person's property with intent to procure illegal financial gain, (defined as all
financial assets and liabilities and not physical property) by manipulation of data.3 '

These amendments are interesting as they easily overcome the traditional
problems concerning theft of information. Moreover, they place a greater onus on the
possessor of data and owner of computer systems to take positive steps to secure
access. The possessor of the data must lodge a complaint before Article 370B would

29

ibid page 5-6
ibid. page 6
11
ibid. page 6
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operate. In order to succeed, they have to be able to show that a secret data of some type
has been accessed unlawfully. One of the tests that a secret has been accessed is, to
check up whether the owner has taken sufficient precautions to protect it from others
using it wrongly.32 Similarly under Article 370C (3), an employer or owner can take
action against an employee for unauthorised use of data, only if the employee has been
advised earlier that the data should not be used in an unauthorised way. Earlier laws
introduced in other countries in Europe do not specify these points and now the onus is
on the owner that he has protected sufficiently from others using in an unauthorised
way.33

Compared to other European countries, England has acted very slowly to take
measures against the computer misuses. In 1984, the Law Society of Scotland asked the
Scottish Law Commission to consider the effectiveness of Computer Criminal Law in
The Commission issued its final report called "Report on Computer

Scotland.34

Crimes" in 1987. The Commission has recommended that any unauthorised access to a
computer or any damages done to any person's interests should be treated as criminal
offence.3 '

However, no steps have yet been taken to introduce this offence in

Scotland.36

32

Greek Penal Code Article 370B( 1) as cited in ibid. page 7
ibid. page 7
34
Law Commission, 1988)- "Computer Misuse" HMSO, London 1988, Page.5, as cited
in ibid. page 7
35
Scottish Law Commission (1987) "Report on Computer Crime" Computer Law and
Practice page 27, as cited in ibid, page 7
ibid. page 7-8
31/08/96
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England has tried using the existing legislation such as the Criminal Damage Act
1971 and the Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981, to solve the problems of computer
misuses. When two hackers obtained the access to British Telecom's computer, the
legislators decide to examine the Act more closely providing penalties for computer
the English Law Commission published a Working Paper
misuses. In September 1988,
on the computer misuse.

37

The Law Commission identified the following five types of computer misuse.

Computer fraud;

Obtaining information in an unauthorised way;

C.

lJnauthorised alteration or destruction of information stored on a computer;

Denying access to an authorised user; and

Unauthorised removal of information stored on a computer.38

The Commission felt that existing laws covered everything sufficiently except
computer hacking. It also felt that Data Protection Act 1984 covered hacking to a

37

R v Gold & Schifreen [1988] 2 WLR 984 (HL) as cited in ibid. page 7
Scottish Law Commission -(1987): "Report on Computer Crime (1987)"- Computer Law
Practice page 55-62 as cited in ibid. page 7-8
and
31/08/96
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certain extent, but invited submissions about whether there should be a new law
covering hacking.39

In October 1989, the Law Commission submitted a final report on computer
misuse40 that suggested a complete change from the Working Report. In the final
report, as mentioned by Wasik,4 ' the Law Commission considered the problem of
hacking and unauthorised access to be much more extensive and serious than it thought
in

the Working Report.

It recommended three new criminal offences be created,

namely unauthorised access, unauthorised modification of computer material including
insertion of viruses, etc. and unauthorised access to commit a more serious crime.42

A new Computer Misuse Act came into force on 29 August 1990 and
incorporated its recommendations. The Act was the result of a private member's bill
introduced by Michael Colvin (MP), that was supported by the Government.43

Unauthorised access to computer material, is punishable by up to six months
imprisonment and/or a fine of Pounds 2,000. Liability is also imposed on a person
who attempts to obtain access to a computer unsuccessfully. Section 1 (1) states

"A person is guilty of an offence if

°

ibid, page 7-8
The Law Commission Report No.186 (1989), "Computer Misuse"- HMCO London as
cited in ibid. page 7-8
ibid, page 7-9
42
ibid. page 8-9
43,
ibid. page 9
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he causes a computer to perform any function with intent to secure access

to any program held in any computer;

the access he intends to secure is unauthorised; and

C.

he knows at the time when he causes the computer to perform the function

that that is the case."

The defendant must know that his access was unauthorised and he must intend to secure
access to any program or data held in the computer.44

The second offence, aggravated access, is contained in section 2(1)

"A person is guilty of an offence under this section if he commits an offence under section
1 above with intent

to commit an offence to which this section applies or

to facilitate the commission of such an offence by himself or by any

other person."

The section goes on to state that the offences under this section are fraud and
dishonesty. All that is needed is the intent to carry out. The Law Commission had
intended that this offence should stand even where it could be shown that, on the facts it

44

ibid, page 9-11
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would have been impossible to commit the further offence and this is covered in ss. 4.
The penalty for this is imprisonment of upto five years or fine or both. u

The third offence recognised that, Computer Misuse Act was intended to apply to
tangible property only despite the decisions in Cox v. Riley46 and R. v. Whitely

47 that

applied the Criminal Damage Act 1971 to damage to programs or data. The Law
Commission had recommended a new offence of unauthorised modification of computer
material which was adopted ins. 3(1) as follows

"A person is guilty of an offence if

-

he does any act which causes an unauthorised modification of the

contents of any computer and

at the time when he does the act he has the requisite intent and the

requisite knowledge."

The maximum penalty for this offence is five years imprisonment. Once again, the
offence is broadly worded and would cover inter alias the insertion of viruses, use of
infected disks, addition of a worm program, and insertion of unauthorised locking
mechanism of data.

The offence does not require that the identity of the victim

computer be known to the defendant, nor will human intermediaries interfere with its

Report No.186 Paragraph 3.49 as cited in ibid. page 10
Case (1986) 83 Cr. App R 54, as cited in ibid. page 10
47
Times Law Reporter 6/2/1991, as cited in ibid. page 10
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operation as long as the defendant's original act can be said to have caused the
48
impairment.

With its existing laws and the new offences in the Computer Misuse Act 1990, the
United Kingdom has now criminalised many aspects of computer crimes and the Law
Commission is now considering how to deal with the problems of theft of information,
deception of machine, etc. The Computer Misuse Act, 1990 is still too new fully to
evaluate it.

The Act is not only a means of ensuring that the law is effective but its

introduction indicates that the Government is taking the issue very seriously.

49

3.3 United States

It is interesting to note that the Federal Government and 49 States out of total 50
states have introduced legislation on computer misuse. 0 Only State Vermont, for
unknown reasons, has not introduced some form of computer crime laws. The laws
differ from State to State, and many States have proclaimed criminal laws covering a

48

Wasik, op, cit. p 25 as cited in ibid, page 11
Davies, Jeff., and Warman, Alison., "Computer -Aided Fraud and the Law"
Management Accounting October 1992 Page 38
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National Centre for Computer Crime Data (NACCD) : 1991: Computer Crime Law
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wide range of computer crimes. Some States have modified the prevailing laws and
some have introduced only one or two offences covering the problem of unauthorised
access. I am going to select for discussions only the laws enforced in two states for
comparison purposes.

51

In 1977, Senator Ribicoff proposed the Federal Computer Systems Protection Bill.
This Bill dealt with computer misuse against the Federal Government and financial
institutions. It has included many offences such as wilful manipulation of computer,
computer network or computer system with fraudulent intent; intentional damage to or
destruction of any computer or computer data, fraud, unauthorised use of data and the
use of computer to acquire money in a fraudulent way. 2 Unsuccessful attempts were
made to pass this into law in 1977, 1979, 1980 and 1983. However this Bill was used as
a model by nine other States in formulating their own laws.53

Based on this Federal Bill, Florida introduced the Florida Computer Crimes Act,
introduced in 1978 which relied on the Federal Bill. The purpose of the Florida
Legislature in introducing the legislation is stated clearly in section 8 15.02

"The Legislature finds and declares that

Jurkat. MA.: (1986) "Computer Crime Legislation : Survey and Analysis", Annual
of American Law Vol 3, New York University, P 5 11 p.52 1, as cited in
Survey
ibid, page 12
52
Temby, I. & McElwaine, S., (1987): "Technocrime-AnAustralian Overview" 11 Crirn
L.J.245 p 255 as cited in ibid, page 12
OECD, (1984) "Computer Related Criminality": Analysis of Legal Policy in the OECD
Area DSTI/ICCP/84.22, as cited in ibid. page 12
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Computer related crime is a growing problem in Government as well as
in the private sector.
Computer related crime occurs at great cost to the public since losses for
each incident of computer crime tend to be far greater than the losses
associated with each incident of other white collar crime.
The opportunities for computer related crimes in financial institutions,
Government programs, Government records, and other business
enterprises through the introduction of fraudulent records into the
computer system, the unauthorised use of computer information or files,
and the stealing of financial instruments, data and other assets are great.
While various forms of computer crime might possibly be the subject of
criminal charges based on other provisions of law, it is appropriate and
desirable that a supplemental and additional statue be provided which
prescribes various forms of computer abuse.54"

This legislation creates a number of new offences. It is now an offence
knowingly and without authorisation to modify or destroy data or programs.55 It is an
offence to disclose or take data, programs or supporting documentation which is made

I

ibid. page 13
Florida ss 8 15.04(1) & (2) as cited in ibid, page 13
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secret or confidential.56 It is also an offence knowingly and without authorisation to
modify, destroy, take, injure or damage equipment or supplies for use in a computer,
computer system or network .57 Finally it is an offence knowingly and without
authorisation to access or cause to be accessed any computer, computer network or
computer system or to deny access to an authorised user in any way. Higher penalties
are imposed if the offence is committed for the purpose of fraud or to obtain any
property. Penalties under this model are based on the nature of the offence and the
value of the property involved.58

Almost all the States when introducing the legislation, have defined terms such as
computer, program, computer system, computer network and access. The legislation
also defined property as 'anything of value as defined in section 812.011 and includes,
but is not limited to, financial instruments, information, including electronically
produced data and computer software and programs in either machine-readable or
human-readable form and any other tangible or intangible items of value.'59 We can
clearly infer from this legislation that information is property within the meaning of
computer crime legislation.

'

Florida ss 815.04(3) as cited in ibid, page 13
Florida ss 815.05, as cited in ibid. page 13
59
Jurkat (1987) p.535, as cited in ibid, page 13
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The "Arizona Revised Statutes Title 13 Criminal Code" which was introduced in
1978 has served as the model for many states. As stated above, this is based on the
Federal Bill, but includes the offence of computer fraud. It states60

"Computer fraud occurs if a person without authority and with intent to defraud, accesses,
alters, damages or destroys any computer or part thereof. A lesser offence occurs if the
person intentionally access or damages a computer or part thereof." The first offence is
classified as a felony and attracts penalties such as, a fine of upto $10,000 and or one
year's imprisonment. The second offence is classified as a minor one and attracts a fine
of upto $250.

In 1989, West Virginia enacted the 'Computer Crime and Abuse Act 1989'.
This Act introduced new offences of computer fraud, unauthorised access to computer
services, unauthorised possession of computer data or programs, unauthorised alteration
or destruction of computer equipment, unauthorised disruption of computer services,
disclosure of computer security information, unauthorised accessing of confidential
public information, computer invasion of privacy and unauthorised accessing of a
computer system resulting in danger to public safety. It is a comprehensive act with
penalties ranging from 20 years imprisonment and/or a fine upto $50,000 for the
offence of endangering public safety to a fine of $500 and/or six months imprisonment
for computer invasion of privacy.6 '

'°

61

California Comprehensive Data Access and Fraud Act: 1989 s 502(d) (1) & (3)
as cited in ibid, page 15-16
ibid. page 16
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The majority of states which introduced specific computer crime legislation
amended their definition of 'property' for the purpose of criminal law. The definitions
vary considerably from long lists of items which are now to considered property to a
simple definition 'any tangible or intangible item of value'. Twenty-four states included
'information' in their definition of property following the state Florida.

62

At a Federal level, the 'Counterfeit Access Device and Computer Fraud Abuse
Act' was introduced in 1984. The provisions apply to computers owned by the Federal
Government, Banks and credit bureaux and apply only to private computers if they
contain financial or credit data.

Section 1030(a) Title 18 USCA prohibits

unauthorised access or use of computers in three areas. It is a felony to knowingly gain
unauthorised access or exceed authorised access to obtain classified information with
the intension of using this information either against the United States or to the
advantage of another country.
imprisonment upto ten years.

Penalty includes a fine upto $10,000 and/or
Two lesser felonies cover unauthorised access to

information protected under the 'Financial Privacy Act 1978' or 'Fair Credit Reporting
Act 1982, and unauthorised access to Federal Government computers which results in
use, modification, destruction or disclosure of the information thereby obtained. Penalty
for this crime is a fine upto $5,000 or twice the value obtained or loss created and/or

62
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imprisonment for not more than one year. Unauthorised access with intent to defraud is
not an offence if the object of fraud is only use of the computer.63

The 'Computer Security Act 1 987' gives the National Bureau for Standards the
right, inter alia, to assume responsibility for the development and the implementation of
technical, administrative and management guidelines for cost-effective security of
sensitive information held on Federal Government computers.

The Act requires

sensitive computer systems to be identified and security plans developed and
implemented for each one. A training program for holders of sensitive information has
also been implemented. 64

Effective October 28, 1992, the President signed Senate Bill 893 which will
amend 18 U.S.C. 2319(b) to broaden the scope of criminal copyright and lower the
numerical threshold. The law provides a maximum prison term of five years for any
person who "within a 180-day period, wilfully makes at least 10 copies of one or more
copyrighted works, with a retail value of more than $2,500. As with most other federal
felonies, the maximum fine per count is $250,000 for an individual, $500,000 for an
organisation or twice the gross gain from the offence". To be convicted one must be
shown to have,

I. infringed a valid copyright;
63

Counterfeit Access Device and Computer Fraud Abuse Act 1984 (US), s 1030(4) as cited
in ibid, page 16
64
National Center for Computer Crime Data (NCCCD), Commitment to Security,
Los Angels 1989 p 8, as cited in ibid. page 16
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done so wilfully; and
for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain.65

3.4 Germany

Germany has addressed the key computer misuse

(unauthorised access,

unauthorised modifications of computer material including insertion of viruses and
unauthorised access to commit a more serious crime) in the legislation. The French
Draft Law, incorporating the offences in the field of information technology, was
accepted by the National Assembly on 15 June, 1987.

An non-authorised translation

of the computer crime provisions in the Federal Republic of Germany is enclosed in
Appendix I.

During the past 12 years, extensive legislative provision has been made for
computer crimes. Problems of computer misuse are common to many jurisdictions but
have been addressed differently. The reaction and success of legislation have differed,
depending on the country, the extend to which computer crime is perceived as a threat to
This paper provides some picture of how some governments have

the society.

addressed the problem of computer crime and computer misuse. It is very unfortunate

65

Posch, Jr., Robert. J., "Avoiding the Software Police" Direct Marketing Journal
January 1993 Page 3 1-32
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that not a unique common legislation is enacted in all the countries where the computer
crimes is perceived as a threat to the society.66
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Jackson Margaret, "Computer c'rime Legislation An International Overview"
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Working Paper No.13-August 92- Page 18
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4. Computer Crime Legislation In Australia

Summary

This chapter discusses current computer crime legislation in

Australia at present.

It is very interesting to read through the developments in the copyright and other
relevant computer laws in Australia. The Copyright Amendments Act 1984 fills the
loopholes in the computer law. It is very really interesting to read the judgements in the
Apple Case and Autocad Case.

67 The law has changed and developed from saying

'object code is not a literary work' to 'copying by reverse engineering is also copying
for the purpose of law only'.

Since 1983 Australian courts and legislatures have begun to confront the problems
of computer-related crime. In some jurisdictions, such as South Australia68 and
Queensland, the response has so far been limited to occasional judicial decisions
touching on specific computer usage that constitutes or results in some form of criminal
conduct. In others particularly the Northern Territory (1984), the ACT (1985, 1986) and
Victoria (1987), there have been substantial legislative responses, and such a response
has been recommended at the federal level in the Draft Criminal Code (See Brown
l986). °

67

See Page No.63 below.
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It has always been lot of views that most computer-related activities perceived as
deserving of criminal sanctions can be adequately dealt with by careful amendments of
existing criminal laws, without the need for any wide range of special legislation.7 '

Corruption of Data Malicious Damage
-

The outright erasure of computer stored data should found a very straightforward
charge of malicious damage or injury to property. This was clearly mentioned in Cox v.
Riley72 , where the accused was convicted of criminal damage when he erased the
programs stored on a plastic circuit card that controlled a computerised saw. This type
of charge is also the appropriate response to people who create computer viruses that
damage within computer systems.73

Use of computer services

In 1978 the United Kingdom introduced a general offence of obtaining services by
deception (Theft Act 1978 (UK), sl). A similar provision exists in the ACT Crimes Act
(ACT), s 105. These offences require that there be a deception and as such are subject
to the general principle that a deception must be practised upon a human mind.74

as cited in "Essays on computer Law" by Hughes, Gordon
Australia"
Professional Page 224
71
ibid, Page 224
Crirn LR 460 QBD
(1986)
73
ibid, page 224-225
74
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In a slightly different view, section 115 of the Crimes Act (115), introduced on 31
provides
March 1985,

115 (1)

A person who, by any means dishonestly uses, or causes to be used, a computer
or other machine, or part of a computer or other machine, with intent to obtain by
that use a gain for himself or for any other person, or to cause by that use a loss
to another person, is guilty of an offence punishable, on conviction, by
imprisonment for 10 years.

In this section 'machine' means a machine designed to be operated by means of a

115(2)

coin, bank-note, token, disc, tape or other identifying card or article."

75

Hacking
Apart from Section 115 of the Crimes Act (ACT), Victoria has introduced a new
summary offence specifically directed at people who merely access computer systems
without otherwise committing offences such as forgery or malicious damage. The
Crimes (Computers) Act 1988 (Vie) adds to the Summary Offences Act 1966 (Vie) the
following provision J6
"Computer Trespass

9A

A person must not gain access to, or enter, a computer system or part of a computer
system without lawful authority to do so.

Penalty : 25 Penalty units or imprisonment for six months."

ibid. page 238-239
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The section as a whole raises an important issue of legal consistency, namely
should access to 'a computer system' be criminalised in isolation from access to data
stored in other ways, such as in written form. The mischief being attacked would seem
to be unauthorised access to sensitive data, and that mischief is the same and of the
same order of importance irrespective of whether the data are stored in computer or
elsewhere. It should be made clear whether the proposed offence is to be one of strict
liability or not. An element of mens rea may be inherent in the verbs 'gaining access
to' and 'entering' but in any event, the section might be improved by making it read "A
person must not intentionally gain access to, or enter ..... to avoid criminalising
'

accidental access, which given the relative infancy of computer access systems, is a
distinct possibility. 77 The Victorian Attorney-General has stated that mens rea is
intended to be an element of the offence, but apparently prefers to rely on the
uncertainties of common law implication of means rea following He Kaw Teeeh v. R

78

rather than on being specific in the statue.79

Brown suggests that several of the terms in the clause appear to require careful
definition. In particular, the terms 'computer systems', 'gain access to' and 'enters'
necessitate some clarification, the first two because of their originality as statutory
words, and the last because of its variety of possible meanings in this peculiar context.

77

Brown, R.A. Professor of Law, University of Tasmania - "Computer Related Crime in
Australia" - as cited in "Essays on computer Law" by Hughes, Gordon - Longman
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"Computer Systems'

--

These words could mean an operating computer or combination

of computers, or they could be interpreted much more widely so as to include such
things as computer print out, or data stored on disk or tape. For example if a data is
stored on a floppy, is it a computer system? In his second reading speech, the Victorian
Attorney-General declared that the meaning of these terms could be left to "common
usage in the community'.

80 Such an approach can only generate uncertainty around the

section's intended application.

Apart from the legislation dealt with above, there is an interesting variety of other
criminal statutory material relating in one way or another to computer use.

Australia-Wide

Although not federal legislation, the Security Industry Code has been adopted in every
Australian jurisdiction, and certain provisions that are especially designed to apply to
computerised record-keeping systems. Under s 13881
11 1.

Where matter is used or intended to be used in concoction with the keeping of a book
required to be under this code or a register or any accounting or other record referred to
section 136 is recorded or stored in an illegible form by means of a mechanical device, an
electronic device or any other device, a person who

a.

--

records or stores by means of that device matter that he knows to be false or
misleading in a material particular;

°

Victorian Flansard, 13 April 190 1331 as cited in ibid. page 239-240
ibid. naec 240
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b

destroys, removes or falsifies matter that is recorded or stored by means of that
device, or has been prepared for the purposes of being recorded or stored or for
use in compiling other matter to be recorded or stored, by means of the device;

C.

fails to record or store matter by means of that device with intent to falsify any
entry made or intended to be compiled, wholly or in part, from that matter is
guilty of an offence.

Penalty $5,000 or imprisonment for 1 year or both.

2.

in a prosecution of a person for an offence under sub-section (1), it is a defence if the
person proves that he acted honestly and that in all the circumstances the act or omission
constituting the offence should be excused."82

CRIMES ACT 1914 (CTH), S 29B

This section provides

"29B Any person who imposes or endeavours to impose upon the commonwealth or any public
authority under Commonwealth by any untrue representation, made in any manner
whatsoever, with a view to obtain money or any other benefit or advantage, shall be guilty
of an offence

Penalty Imprisonment for 2 years"83

82
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Section 29B has been applied in the computer context in R v Baxter84. The
accused had deposited forged cheques into a keycard ATM account with the
Commonwealth Bank; it is the only publicly accessible financial institution that
qualifies such. Prior to clearance of those cheques, he used his keycard to withdraw
from his account sums that exceeded the amount that was in the account before the
cheques were deposited. This was possible because of a quirk of the Bank's ATM
system that allows the proceeds of the cheques to be credited to an account prior to
those cheques being cleared through the Banking system.

The specific point taken by Baxter on appeal was that it was not possible to make
an untrue representation to a machine such as ATM. This argument was rejected
unanimously by the Court of Criminal Appeal. The judges recognised that a
representation could be made, although it was not communicated to any one in
particular or at all. This allowed the court to distinguish cases holding that deceit had to
be practised on a human mind.86

Section 408 C Criminal Code (OLD)87

94

86
87
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(1987) ACLD 35.690 (QCCA)
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A provision of even greater apparent generality of application than S.29B is s 408 C of the
Criminal Code OLD, which was added in 1979 by the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1979, s 5
which states

'408 C

Misappropriation of Property

Any person who dishonestly applies to his own use or to the use of any person

--

Property belonging to another; Or
property belonging to him, which is in his possession or control (either solely or
conjointly with any other person) subject to a trust, direction or condition or on
account of any other person.

is guilty of the crime of misappropriation of the property.

Prescribes penalties

For the purpose of this section

--

the term 'property' includes money and all other property real or personal, legal or
equitable, including things in action and other intangible property.

a person's application of property may be dishonest notwithstanding that he is
willing to pay for the property or that he intends to afterwards restore the property or
to make restitution in respect thereof to the person to whom it belongs or to
afterwards fulfil his obligation in relation to the property.
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A person's application of property shall not taken to be dishonest, say where the

C.

property came into his possession or control as trustee or personal representative,
if when he applies the property he does not know to whom such property belongs
and believes on reasonable grounds that such person cannot be discovered by
taking reasonable steps."88

The Queensland Department of Justice, in its 1987 Green Paper on C omputer- Related
Crime, apparently takes the position that this section can be used to prosecute hackers
who merely access computer systems without committing any real offence such as
forgery or malicious damage. Given the generality of the language of s 408 C such a
result is possible. As indicated above, the mere inclusion of intangibles in a criminal
statute's definition of 'property' will rarely solve problems flowing from the very
nature of the legal rights surrounding information and its uses that define property rights
in that information.

89
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Northern Territory

There is no separate legislation for computer crimes in the Northern Territory.90
The Division 10 of the Criminal Code deals with Computer misuse and this law
was effective from 1st December 1994.91

Criminal Code
Division 10

-

Unlawful Interference with Data Processinci Systems

"Section 222
Any person who unlawfully (unlawful being defined as meaning 'without' authorisation,
justification, or excuse' which terms are themselves the subject of ss 22-43 of the code)
abstracts any confidential information from any register, document or computer or other
repository of information with intent to cause loss to a person or with intent to publish the
same to person who is not lawfully entitled to have or to receive it, or with intent to use it
to obtain a benefit or advantage for himself or another is guilty of a crime and is liable to
imprisonment for 3 years.92

Section 276 Making false data processing material, etc.

Any person who unlawfully alters, falsifies, erases, or destroys any data processing
material with any fraudulent intention is guilty of a crime and is liable to imprisonment for 3
years.

°
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I contacted the Supreme Court and the Department of Attorney-General in Northern
Territory and was told that there is no separate legislation for computer crimes.
''
ibid, page 242 and the Law, I received from the Supreme Court of N.T. Office
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2.

If he does so with the intent that an incorrect data processing response will be produced
and with the intent that it may in any way be used or acted upon as being correct, whether
in the Territory or elsewhere, to the prejudice of any person or with intent that any person
may, in the belief that it is correct, be induced to do or refrain from doing any act, whether
in the Territory or elsewhere, he is liable to imprisonment for 7 years."93

Definitions in s. 1. include

'Data processing material' means all information and programs used in or with a
data processing system.

'Data processing response' means any print-out, response or result obtained from
the operation of a data processing system.

The phrase 'data processing system' and the word 'computer' is undefined.94

These sections suffer from a number of problems. First, the terms 'abstracts' in s 222
will require more judicial definition.

It occurs in other criminal statutes, most

relevantly in offences covering 'abstraction of electricity. (Refer Crimes Act 1900
(NSW), s 154c; Electric Light & Power Act (1958) Vic s. 51; Electricity Act 1976 (Qld)

93
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s 382; Criminal Code (WA) s 390; Criminal Code Tas s 33; Criminal Law &
Consolidation (SA) s 154.
The discussion above concerning 'Abstraction or copying of data' suggests that
the term, when used in computer context could mean either 1. mere copying or scanning
data or (2) copying or scanning followed by erasure of those data. Given that s 276
expressly deals with erasure of data processing material, it would seem to follow that s

222 was intended to cover copying or scanning simplicities. In fact s 222 seems
directed more to preventing disclosure of confidential information, whatever that may
be than to punishing its removal.96

In doing this, the law of the Northern Territory takes the odd course of making
criminal those actions that are elsewhere dealt with by the civil law relating to breach of
confidence. Furthermore, to the extent to which it does apply to copying in the strict
sense, it may be inconsistent with the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), in so far as the Act
purports to cover the field of legal responses to copying data.97

Remedies for computer related crimes
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The punitive aspect of computer related crime sentencing requires no unique
remedies; fines and imprisonment adequately fulfil this function.

However, some

special considerations are required when assessing the compensatory aspect, because the
current option of cash compensation may be insufficient in cases of data copying or
erasure to effectively restore the victim's position.98

If D has copied V's important data, with or without erasing it from D's data store
and D is apprehended with those data still in his possession on computer or other media,
there should be sonic entitlement in V to either (a) recover the data from D or (b) insist
on provable erasure of D's media in such a way as to guarantee that D retains no
recoverable trace of those data. It may be thought excessive to use an equivalent of the
copyright remedy of delivery upto V of all items of medium that bear V's data. What V
should be able to obtain is (a) the opportunity to makes is own copies of the purloined
data and (b) guaranteed erasure of all those data from media owned or possessed by D.99
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5.Important Cases in Computer Misuse in Australia
Summary : This chapter discusses the important court cases in Australia dealing with
computer misuse. These cases also outlines the development of computer crime law in
Australia.

The High Court Decision in Computer Edge Pty Limited v Apple Computers

i.
INC

100

In 1983 Apple Computer Inc commenced proceedings in Australia against
Computer Edge Pty Ltd and its managing director Mr.Michael Suss, claiming inter alia
breaches of the Copyright Act 1968 by the importation and sale of Taiwanese made
Personal Computers embodying identical copies of Apple's Applesoft and Autostart
Computer ROM computer programs in silicon chips on the computer's printed circuit
board. The Taiwanese PC computer program in object code stored in a ROM has been
copied from the Apple Program in object code. Although Computer Edge denied
having copied from the Apple Programs represented in source code, it did not deny that
the Taiwanese PC RUMs were copies of the object code representations of those Apple
Programs. 101

°°
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At first instance, Beaumont J held that Apple's programs were not protected by
copyright. In December 1983 he held that certain categories of computer software were
not protected as literary works under Copyright Act. This decision caused considerable
concern and swift response by the Government in the form of the Copyright
Amendment Act 1984. The Full Federal Court reversed His Honour's decision and
found in Apple's favour.102

On 6 May 1986, the High Court of Australia gave its judgement in the matter
overturning the decision of the Federal Court.

The High Court decided by the majority of three judges (Gibbs CJ, Brennan and
Deane JJ) to two (Mason and Wilson JJ) that there had been no infringement of
copyright and under the Copyright Act prior to its amendment in 1984, specifically to
deal with computer programs, copyright protection did not extend to computer programs
in object code. The Court did not distinguish the position of machine readable object
code in ROM or in disk or in tape, nor did it make any distinction between operating
system software and application software.'°3
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The majority of the Court found that source code in this case, which was written
by human hand on paper was a literary work enjoying copyright under the Act.
However Apple did not succeed in establishing that the Taiwanese PC ROMs were
either adaptations or reproductions of those source codes or that the Apple object codes
were reproduction of its source codes which had in turn been reproduced by the
Taiwanese PC object code.'°4

The majority judges concluded that the object code did not reproduce in material
from the source code. The Apple programs in object code were not literary works
themselves, translations of the source code or reproductions of the source code in
another material form. The majority found that a reproduction must have a visible
similarity to the work reproduced and this similarity is to be tested by the objective
manifestations of the work.

105

The court found that reproduction requires two elements

the infringing work must sufficiently resemble the copyright work; this element
requires a degree of objective similarity between two works and

the infringing work must be produced by the use of the copyright work.

104
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On the issue of "adaptation" the majority of the judges stated that the computer
programs in object codes could not be regarded as "translations" of the programs in
source code. An adaptation must be a "work" and the object code programs were not.
"Translation" in section 10(1) c(i) in the definition of adaptation meant the action or
process of turning from one language into another and not the expression of rendering of
something in another medium or form.'°6

The High Court found, unfortunately for Apple, that a program subsisting only as
a series of electronic impulses or fixed in ROM was not a literary work within the intent
of Act.

In short, the High Court met technology and could not incorporate the

technology within the traditional wording of copyright law. The High Court was also
deeply concerned that for something to be literary work it must be expressed in print or
writing.' 07

The Issues arising from the High Court Decision and the 1984 Amendments'°8
a.

Literary Work and Computer Program

1.

Does the absence of the words 'Whether or not in a visible form' in Part (b) of the
definition of 'literary work' (that is, the inclusion of a computer program) lead to
confusion? Does it lead to the conclusion that a computer program not in a visible

1 06
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form does not qualify as a literary work? Also does, this definition suggest that

computer programs are not tables or compilations?

Given the High Court's view in the Apple decision that object code is comprised
of electrical impulses which are humanly imperceptible and cannot be
characterised as "an expression in any language, code or notation a set of
instructions" does object code fall within the definition of computer program?

As no source code operates directly to cause a computer to operate, except in the
sense of merely storing equivalents of keyed in symbols, does the amendment only
refer to source code written or printed on paper and note that typed directly into
computer media with the assistance of the computer

b

Material form and reproduction'°9

1.

Does the decision of the High Court that for copyright to subsist in the literary
work it must be in writing impact on the definition of material form and
effectively mean that it will be read down so as not to apply the object code?

109
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Does the definition of material form address the question of whether the act of
computer storage should constitute reproduction or does it merely address the
question of subsistence of copyright?

It is unfortunate that the new definition relies on the word "reproduction". If the
requirement of the High Court for a visual comparison between the work alleged
to be copied and the alleged reproduction is unaltered by the amending legislation,
as seems to be the case, then even if computer programs and the like are protected
by copyright, one form of silicon chip is unlikely to be a reproduction of another
form of silicon chip and likewise the storage of a document in computer media
could not be an infringement, it may be in material form but it is not a
reproduction.

Does this mean that there is no reproduction involved when there has been
copying from one medium to another? The requirement of the High Court of
objective similarity in a reproduction seems to be awkward when the work
"reproduced" is introduced into a definition of material form.'

10
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C.

Adaptation'''
Can object code be described as a version and therefore an adaptation of source
code following the Apple decision?

Is the term "version" in the definition of adaptation broad enough to include an
adaptation that is not somehow recognisably similar to the original work given the
High Court's requirement of human perceivability?

The use of the words 'not being a reproduction of the work' appear to be an
unnecessarily complication with the effect that an object code cannot be an
adaptation of source code since it can also be a reproduction of the source code.

The mere fact that a new work is created does not preclude the later work being a
reproduction of the earlier. (See case in Bossley v. Whight (1900) 1 Ch 836 and
842)

5,

If the concept of a version is already extending to encompass certain uses of
another version's ideas, the possibility that a look and feel version may be an
adaptation seems well within the new definition. It is arguable that the new
definition of adaptation of computer programs by excluding the reproductions
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apparently leaves only the look and feel versions of a computer program within
the definition.'

112
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ii. BARSON COMPUTER AUSTRALASIA LIMITED v. SOUTHERN
TECHNOLOGY PTY LTD"3

This case involved a dispute between the parties tendering to the West Australian
Ministry of Education to supply computers for West Australian schools capable of
running software designed for the Acorn BBC Model computer.'

14

Barson, the Australian exclusive licensee for Acorn, alleged that Southern
Technology had infringed Acorn's copyright by demonstrating a prototype of Southern
Technology's "Squirrel" computer to the Ministry using an Acorn Basic ROM
containing copyright programs and was further using part of an Acorn program in
developing its own versions of other programs required by the Ministry. Southern
Technology stated that the ROM was used only for demonstrating its prototype and that
it was developing its own programs as required by the Ministry's specification and
never intended to sell computers containing Acorn ROM. His Honour Sheppard J.
stated

"There is a question in my mind whether notwithstanding the amendments to the
Copyright Act which were made in 1984 to cater for computer programs, what is involved
is a literary work. However, although there was no discussion in the argument about this
matter, I think in accordance with the perceived way in which this problem is being

113
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attacked in a number of countries, that at least on a prima facie basis, I may conclude that
the chip itself is an artistic work" (at 603)"

115

Like the previous Apple case, this case involved operating system programs
stored in the memory. The effect of enforcing the operating system copyright was to
force the purchaser to buy its hardware, as well as its software from the copyright
owner. 116
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iii.

OZI-SOFT PTY LIMITED v. WONG

The applicants were the Australian licensee and 14 overseas copyright owners of
computer programs relating to certain video games. The respondents purchased
diskettes of video games in the UK with the consent of the copyright owners. At the
time of purchase, no restrictions were put on the respondents nor the persons from
whom they bought the diskettes as to how the respondents might subsequently deal
them. However, unless consent to importation and sales could be implied, importation
constituted an infringement of copyright by virtue of sections 37 and 38 of the Act. The
judge found for the applicants and rejected he respondent's argument of an implied
licence that by putting the video games in to the market in the UK the copyright owners
had impliedly licensed acquirers to import, sell and distribute those games in other
countries.118

"Einfield J proceeded on the basis of the agreement by the parties that copyright
subsisted and assumed that the programs were the subject of copyright protection
without detailed analysis."'
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iv. COMPUTERMATE PRODUCTS AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED v. OZISOFT PTY LIMITED.

120

The respondent submitted that Section 37 of the Act did not apply because it had
not been shown that the importation of the diskettes into Australia (from UK, United
States and Canada) had been without the licence of the owners of the copyrights. Their
Honours held that the expression "without the licence of the owner of the copyright" in
section 37 was simply a reference to the absence of the owner's consent or permission
or licence as interchangeable terms. The fact that the respondent was a non-exclusive
licensee of the Australian copyrights in the programs did not mean that the respondent
can himself import and sell.' 2 '

In the High Court Time-Life Case' 22 it was held by Jacobs J at 556-557 that the
effect of Section 37 is that importation is forbidden unless a licence has been given.
This was reiterated in the Ozi-soft decision with the qualification that such licence need
not be expressed. Permission or consent was not implied in the present case but it
may be in other circumstances.' 23
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Their Honours held that "silence as to the imposition of the restriction is not
necessarily indicative of a grant of freedom from restriction and the court held that the
facts fell well short of laying the necessary foundation from which the court might
properly infer that the copyright owners in the present case gave consent or permission
to the importation of the diskette into Australia for the purposes of sale within the
meaning of Section 37 of the Act."124
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V.

Lotus Development Corporation & Ors v. Vacolan Pty Limited & Anor

(Federal Court of Australia 20 November 1989)

This case involved an application of Section 37 and 38 of the Act. The first
respondent, Vacolan Pty Limited, conducted the business of receiving orders for
computer programs on behalf of an American Corporation, Seltec Computer Products
Inc. Customers in Australia wishing to obtain copies of computer programs distributed
by Seltec placed orders with Vacolan. Vacolan then forwarded the orders to Seltec in
the US and Seltec in turn sent a parcel of goods to Vacolan by courier. Vacolan paid the
duty on the goods which were then forwarded to its office. Vacolan then re-parcelled
the orders and forwarded these orders to the customers either with a receipt for payment
or an invoice for payment. The parcels were endorsed with Vacolan's own trade name
of "Select Software". The invoices were stamped "payment received on behalf of Seltec
Computer Products Inc" 25

Mr.Justice Davies found in favour of the applicants in ordering that the first
respondent be restrained from importing, distributing or otherwise dealing in, whether
as principal, agent or intermediary, certain named computer programs where those
computer programs were not acquired from applicants' authorised Australian
Distributor. The second respondent, the director of the first respondent, was restrained
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from aiding, abetting, counselling, procuring, inducing or being in any way directly or
indirectly be a party to such conduct. The respondents were also required to deliver up
the Registrar all stock which was subject to the applicant's claim for copyright.126

At the interlocutory hearing there was no contention that the applicants were not
proprietors of the copyright in Australia. The respondents relied solely upon the
submission that there was no serious case of infringement of copyright and that their
acts were not done to an extent that would prejudicially affect the owner of the
copyright. The respondents argued that Vacolan was acting merely as an Agent on
behalf of Seltec who in fact imported and then sold the computer programs in
Australia.

127

His Honour found that the evidence before the Court was not conclusive as to who
was the importer of the goods into Australia. However he took into account, the
Customs Act 1901 which provides that the owner of the goods at the time of the
importation is the importer and is liable for duty. Thus there was some evidence that
Vacolan was the importer. In any event his Honour found that the identity of the
importer did not matter, the evidence showed that the goods were imported into
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Australia, for the purpose of distribution in the course of trade and for a purpose that
would prejudicially affect the owner of the copyright.' 28

His Honour noted that "in Section 38, 'sale' is defined to extent to the distribution
of articles for the purpose of trade or for any other purpose to an extent that affects
prejudicially the owner of the copyright concerned. The seller is not required to be the
importer. Accordingly, if Vacolan was the importer of the goods, it breached the
Section 37 and Section 38. If Seltec was the importer, Seltec breached Section 37 but
Vacolan was still in breach of Section 38 and a joint tort feasor with Seltec." 29

It is interesting to note that his Honour had no difficulty in deciding that "the first
respondent was guilty of breaching Section 38 of the Act even though Vacolan was, on
its evidence only acting as an intermediary for the United States Company. His Honour
also clearly stated that Vacolan was a joint tort feaser in the importation and the second
respondent as a director of Vacolan was a joint tort feaser in that company's breaches."
130

This is an important decision practically as an applicant can often be in a better
position if it can institute proceedings against individuals as well as a company.
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vi.

AUTODESK INC & ANORv. DYASON & ORS

This case is a very important case in the Computer crime and considered to be one
of the important case in the Law History of Australia.

This first instance decision of Northdrop J in the Federal Court of Australia has
been the subject of appeal commencing 13 March 1990. In effect, the court at first
instance has determined that an electrical circuit alone, which embodies no computer
program at all in the conventional sense, may be a computer program for the purposes of
copyright protection, and that a totally different circuit embodying the identical logical
function can be an infringement reproduction.'32

"The Autodesk decision as well as being significant in the context of the
copyright, and heralded as the first "look and feel" related decision in Australia, may
have significant repercussions on recent semi-conductor chip protection laws."33

Autodesk were the copyright owner in "Autocad" computer program and its
exclusive licensee in Australia. Autocad was distributed with a physical device called a
"Hardware Lock" (tongle), the purpose of that was to prevent users of the Autocad
program from using it on more than one personal computer at any time, and thereby to
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discourage the making of unauthorised copies for use by many people at any time. The
Autocad program required the presence of the Autocad lock in order to function, the
program sending electronic signals, or challenges, to the lock device periodically and
ceasing further processing if it failed to receive back from the lock device the correct
response. Autocad is a Computer Aided Design (CAD) program used in drafting
architectural and engineering designs and plans. The cost of the program for a single
user version is $5,200 per copy. The end-user obtained a license to use a program.
Each copy of the Autocad program came with a black box Autocad tongle. This lock is
inserted into the serial port of the PC. Inside the box was an electronic circuit in the
nature of a switch, designed to receive the signals sent by the Autocad Program and
convert that signal to a responding signal. The switch was hard-wired and no computer
program was stored in the sense commonly understood by the computer industry, it was
simply a circuit which consisted of a shift register into which a loaded single binary
number, modified by the incoming signal is also a binary number, and part of the
register is being tapped for a return signal. The Autocad program included a check list
against which it checked the response from the tongle; if the answer from the lock
matched the correct answer for the number sent by the program, the Autocad program
continue to operate. The challenge to the tongle was issued and the response proceed
every few seconds while the Autocad program is working.'34
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It is perfectly possible to load the same copy of the Autocad program onto several
computers but if the user has a single user version, only one copy of the program can be
run at one time, as only one tongle is available. The lock is transparent in use with
programs other than Autocad.' 3

The third respondent, Peter Kelly was an electronic designer working as an
independent consultant designing electronic circuits to perform specified functions. He
took home a copy of Autocad including the hardware lock and became interested in its
workings. He never dismantled or even looked inside the lock but without opening the
lock or examining the program itself, observed the process of challenge and response
with an oscilloscope. Using this and other electronic equipment Kelly prepared his own
program to assess how his tongle responded to the standard program. Without ever
knowing how the lock actually worked, he broke the code in which it operated. He then
devised a table identifying the correct answer for each number sent to the challenge by
the Autocad program. He made a device performing the same function as the lock by
storing this information in a memory device (EPROM) in a circuit so that, when a
challenge is received from Autocad program, a correct answer could be delivered.
Before starting full scale production Kelly took legal advice from a solicitor and patent
agent to the effect that what he proposed to do would not constitute copyright or patent
infringement. He then teamed up with two friends of his Mr. and Mrs.Dyason and
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started manufacturing his "Autokey" in quantities from his home workshop. The
Dyasons looked after the marketing and they sold the Autokey through a post office
box. 36

The heart of the original Autocad lock is hardwired and consists of a logic circuit,
a clock and a shift register. As already stated, the shift register generates a pseudo
random sequence and the output from this is in response to the input prompts from the
program is fed back to the main program and then compared with what should come
back. The Autocad made by Kelly is an EPROM programmed with a table of 127
binary numbers. On the input from the computer, the transmissions on the input are
counted by a single binary counter counting in straight binary code. This is different
from Autocad, which counts in a pseudo random sequence.' 37

The applicants alleged that the Autocad lock itself was a computer program within
the definition of the Act that the respondents' Autokey device was a reproduction or an
adaptation of that work and that the respondents is selling the Autokey device were
authorising a breach of copyright in the Autocad program by users of the program in that
selling the Autokey device the respondents were inducing the breach of a "shrink wrap"
licence by Autocad program ljcences.'38
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Legal Analysis
There were two critical legal questions

-

Was the Autocad lock a computer program or did it contain one so as to enjoy the
copyright protection as the literary work?

2.

Was the Autokey lock an infringement of any copyright in the Autocad lock?

Northrop J held that

--

"The Autocad hardware lock was itself a computer program

The Autokey device was a reproduction in a material form of the Autocad lock

The respondents did not by the sale of the Autokey device, authorise the reproduction of
the Autocad program, either by reproduction in the temporary memory of the computer by
use without the Autocad locks or by making copies for use without the Autocad lock. The
Autocad shrink-wrap licence make no mention of the Autocad lock. Business efficacy did
not require the implication of a term requiring the use of the Autocad lock. The mere
supply of the device does not, by itself, result in the user committing a breach of the
licence to use the copyright in Autocad.

For the same reasons, the respondents had not induced the breach of any contract with
the applicant."139
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Northrope J decided that it was correct for a court not to adopt a narrow view of
the definition of the computer program. The court should not be restricted by the rigid
principles applying to the literary works which are not computer programs. His Honour
noted in the context that only the object code is relevant. His Honour looked in some
detail at the definition of computer program contained in the 1984 amendments.

140

He looked to the first limb of the definition of Computer program an expression
-

in any language code or notation

-

quoted the definition of each of these and went on to

hold that this was satisfactory by the coding on the shift register or the EPROM of the
digital information allowing the locks to function. Just because a human cannot read
them without the assistance of electronic or mechanical devices did not alter the
position.

141

The second of the 1984 definition is that the information be a "set of instructions".
Northrop J considered that although on the face of it the lock may only contain
information, that information constitutes instructions

--

similar to a set of traffic lights.

The digital information from the Autocod program was in the nature of an instruction

-

tell me whether to stop or continue processing and in turn the Autocad Lock or the

'°
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Autocad key sent information back to the computer in the nature of a set of instructions.
The limb of the definition was accordingly satisfied.'42

The third limb of the definition is that the expression be intended to "cause a
device having digital information processing capabilities to perform a particular
function." His Honour held that there was little doubt that each lock was a device
having digital information processing capabilities and that each was devised to perform
a particular function. His Honour said

-

"The reference to the performance of a function is a new concept in copyright in
a literary work. Traditionally, function has played no part in considering whether a
work was a literary work. Further, the reference to function removes the necessity to
consider whether a literary work could be understood by a human being. Further the
court is relieved of the obligation to decide whether a computer program affords
pleasure in the form of literary enjoyment. The computer program must be intended to
perform a function. There is no limitation on the nature of the function intended."43

Accordingly his Honour in relying on the 1984 amendments, has been able to
overcome one of the most vexed questions for some of the High Court judges in the
Apple decision

142

143
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namely whether a computer program was a literary work if it had no
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connection with a purpose of enjoyment or pleasure and in addition that you no longer
have to consider whether a literary work could be understood by a human being or
not.' 44

Reproduction

The Court found that even though the respondent had not copied the Autocad
lock, he had deliberately reverse engineered the logic of its operation and its instructions
and recorded that login in his Autokey. The question then turned on whether there was
a sufficient degree of similarity between the Autocad lock and the Autokey device
between a hardwired switch on one hand and an EPROM switch on the other.' 45

Northdrop J accepted that there was a difference in form between the AutoCAD
lock and the Autokey but he said in this case the form of reproduction was irrelevant.
Because "function" had such an important part in the definition of computer program,
this was a key factor in determining similarity. He stated that reproduction of function
was the test, and because the functions were identical, that test was fulfilled.'46
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Although this finding is difficult to accept it may be that bearing in mind the
particular definition of computer program within the Copyright Act, it is inevitable that
we must resort to a new method of comparison for the purposes of considering
reproduction comparing underlying instructions rather than physical appearances.147

However, even comparing underlying instructions, with respect to his Honour, it
is stretching copyright law to extend the concept of copying the function of a work,
rather than the form of expression of the work. t48

CONCLUSION

The state of Australian Law relating to computer misuse is unsettled. Despite
decisions by the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General, it is obvious that there is
absolutely no consistency in the approaches being adopted in the different states and
territories. The review of Commonwealth Criminal Law Committee is examining
computer-related crime from a federal view point, and may well come up with the new
proposals, of its OWII
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Any attempt to examine this area of crime dispassionately immediately runs into a
barrage of dramatic hyperbole and unsubstantiated allegation. Figures in the billions of
dollars are tendered as indicating the annual scale of computer related crime in Australia
without anything more than the most speculative evidence. Cases of computer systems
being sabotaged by 'hackers' are uncritically converted from fictions into fact. This sort
of anecdotal evidence probably underlies the creation of the Victorian 'computer
trespass' in the Crimes (Computers) Act 1988.150

The following questions need to be asked before creating any new criminal laws

I.

Is a proposed new measure necessary

--

--

what reliable and meaningful evidence is

there that a particular activity requires treatment as criminal; what alternative
means exist for regulating this activity.

Will the proposed new measure be logically consistent--will it apply to the activity
under scrutiny in all aspects?

Will the proposed new measure be structurally consistent

Will it create legal

--

anomalies in the pre-existing criminal law structure and Will the applicable

150
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penalties be structurally consistent with penalties for similar types of offences
outside the particular sphere under scrutiny?

4.

Will the proposed new measure be effective--is criminalising the activity
demonstrably likely to reduce its incidence?

Mr.Brown'5 ' states that the 'Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981' (UK) and its
Australian derivatives are the excellent examples of a legal change that satisfactorily
address all of these questions, while the 'computer trespass' offence in the Crimes
(Computers) Act 1988 (Vic) typifies legislation that fails to answer any of them.'52
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6. Current Developments in Computer Law in Singapore and
Malaysia

Summary :

This chapter discusses current legislation regulating computer

misuse in Singapore and Malaysia.

Both Singapore and Malaysia have enacted new copyright legislation. The
Singapore Copyright Act came into force on 10 April 1987 while the Malaysian
Copyright Act came into force on 1 December 1987. Before these Acts came into
effect, it was not entirely clear whether copyright subsisted in computer programs under
the then existing copyright legislation. '

53

Before 10 April 1987 copyright law in Singapore was governed by the Imperial
Copyright Act 1911. In order to obtain the copyright protection, for computer software
in Singapore it had to be established that the source code of the program was a 'literary
work' within the definition of Copyright Act 1911. It was not clear how far the
computer software was protected by the copyright law in Singapore. Hence pirated
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copies of well-known programs were easily available at a fraction of the cost of an
original program.

154

The position in Malaysia was no better. The definition of 'literary work' did not
seem to cover the source code also, and hence there was no copyright laws and pirate
copies were available in plenty.'5

Driint I 'iw

In contrast to the previous copyright legislation, the new Acts introduced specific
provisions for the protection of computer software. The Singapore Act is modelled
after the Australian Copyright Act (Australian Act). Under the Singapore Act a
computer program is

-

an expression in any language, code or notation, of a set of instructions (whether with or
without related information) intended, either directly or both of the following;

conversion to another language, code or notation
Reproduction in a different material form, to cause a device having
information processing capabilities to perform a particular function."156
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This is a very wide definition. It clearly protects both the source code and the object
Computer programs fall within the broader definition of literary work in the

code.

Singapore Act. An almost similar definition is found in the Malaysia Act. Singapore
and Malaysia are both common law countries. Under the Singapore Act, copyright
subsists in, inter alia, an original literary, dramatic musical or artistic work that is
published only if the first publication took place in Singapore or if the author was a
Singapore national or resident. The concept of simultaneous publication is recognised,
and works which are republished in Singapore within 30 days of first publication in
another country will be entitled to copyright protection in Singapore. In the case of
computer programs, this would generally mean the data of first release of the program to
the general public whether by way of sale or by demonstration copies. Generally
speaking, the same criteria for obtaining copyright protection in Malaysia also.' 57

Singapore has entered into bilateral arrangements with the United States and the
UK, whereby works first published in those countries will automatically be entitled to
copyright protection in Singapore without the need for further publication in Singapore.
Singapore is not a member of any copyright convention and as such works published in
any other country apart from US and UK must be republished in Singapore within 30
Hence the software programs first published in Australia or any other

days.
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Commonwealth country will not be protected in Singapore unless they are republished
in Singapore within 30 days.'58

Malaysia has not entered into any bilateral arrangements with any country
regarding protection of foreign works, though provision has been made in the Act. The
US and Malaysian Governments are currently working on a bilateral agreement that
will extend the protection of the Malaysian Act to all the US works. Until such time as
bilateral arrangements are made, protection of computer programs first published in
another country would very much depend on whether there has been simultaneous
publication of work.' 59

The Singapore Act also confirms that the 1911 Act shall apply to a computer
program made before 10 April 1987 as that Act applies to a literary work. It therefore
makes it clear the computer software can be protected as a literary work under the 1911
Act. The problems which could have arisen from the decisions in the Australian Case
Apple Computer, Inc. v. Computer Edge Pty Ltd

160 are thus avoided. It is also

protected that all existing computer programs published before the commencement of
the Act are protected, but only in so far as the infringement occurs after the coming into
effect of the Act. The Malaysian Act also specifies the same thing in different words.'6 '
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Back-Up Programs

Computer users often make back-up copies for protection of data. Both the
Singapore and Malaysian Act, therefore provide that the making of a back-up copy for
use 'by or on behalf of the owner of the original copy in the event that the original copy
is lost, destroyed or rendered unusable' shall not constitute an infringement of the
copyright. However making copies from a pirated copy is an infringement of copyright.
162

The Malaysian and Singapore Acts differ in one aspect. Section 39(3) of the
Singapore Act provides as follows

"Notwithstanding section 31, it is not infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer
program to make or authorise the making of another copy or adaptation of that computer
program provided that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in
the utilisation of the computer program in conjunction with a machine and that is used In
no other manner."163

This means that the making of a copy of a program which is an essential step in the
utilisation of that program will not constitute an infringement. This sub-section was not
in the original draft of the bill but was inserted subsequently for a reason. This is

16'
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because technically, when a program is inserted in to a computer, a copy of it is
reproduced in the hardware itself. Since the Singapore Act defines 'material form' to
include any form of storage from which the work can be produced, inserting a disk into
a computer involves a reproduction of a program. The section therefore makes it clear
that such reproductions which are required when using the program do not amount to an
infringement. This sub-section can be said to be derived from Section 117 of the United
States Copyright Act 1976. It should be noted that the right to make copies applies only
to the 'owner' of the original copy. The section does not appear to cover someone who
merely acquires possession of the original copy either by rental, lease or otherwise.
There is no colTesponding section in the Malaysian Act. The omission may have been
unintentional, but it does not mean the use of the computer program is an infringement
of the program.'64

Exclusive Licensees

Another aspect of both the new Acts is the right given to an exclusive licence to
institute copyright infringement actions on behalf of the copyright owner. The
Singapore Act provides that the exclusive licensee shall, except against the owner of
the copyright, have the same rights and remedies as the copyright owner. Therefore an
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exclusive licensee of software programs in Singapore may commence an infringement
action on its own.

1 65

Offences

Both the Singapore and Malaysian Acts make it an offence to deal in pirated
software. Under the Singapore Act any person who

-

"makes for hire

-

sells or lets for hire, or by way of trade offers or exposes for sale or hire;

-

by way of trade exhibits in public or

-

imports into Singapore, otherwise than private and domestic use"166

"an article which he knows, or ought reasonably to know to be an infringing copy of a work
in which copyright subsists shall be liable. The penalty for such an offence is a fine not
exceeding S $ 10,000 for the article or each article in respect of which the offence is
committed or S$10,000 whichever is lower, or imprisonment for a term not exceeding five
years or both. It is also an offence to have in one's possession an infringing copy for the
purpose of

-

Selling, letting for hire, or by way of trade offering or exposing for sale or hire, the article
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distributing the article for the purpose of trade, or for any other purpose to an extent that
will affect prejudicially the owner of the copyright in the work."

167

"It is also an offence under the Malaysian Act to deal in infringing copies of
computer software. The penalty for such an offence is a fine not exceeding MS25,000
or imprisonment for a term exceeding 3 years or both".' 8

It is also good to note that the definition of 'adaptation' is almost similar to that,
mentioned in the UK Copyright Act 1956 and Copyright (computer software)
Amendment Act. The definition of 'adaptation' in the Singapore Act in relation to a
literary work being a computer program is 'a version of the work (whether or not in the
language, code or notation in which the work was originally expressed) not being a
reproduction of the work". A similar definition is available in the Malaysian Act. '69

It will be noted that the definition of 'adaptation' is wide enough to cover a
difference in the basic source code in another computer language. A program in the
BASIC language could therefore be adapted into another program in COBOL. Hence
this also will cause an infringement to the original program.

170

Semi conductor Chin Protection
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As for the protection of semiconductor chips, both Singapore and Malaysia do not
have any specific legislation giving copyright protection to the design or mask face of
integrated circuits. Any form of copyright protection in integrated circuits would
probably lie only in the circuit diagram which would constitute a drawing and therefore
fall within the definition of artistic work. But the copyright in such drawings will be
extended only upto 15 years, that is the period of copyright protection is here for 15
years only. But the lifespan of the chips are very short, and 15 years is long enough for
copyright protection for chips. Please note the protection of semiconductor chips in the
United States is only for a period of 10 years.' 71

floti P,icrc

Unlike the United Kingdom, neither Singapore nor Malaysia have any specific
legislation relating to protection of data. However copyright may subsist in the material
stored in databases. The general principles of copyright law would apply in
determining the ownership and subsistence of copyright in databases and any
infringement thereof' 72

Conclusion

''
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Generally speaking, the state of computer law in Singapore and Malaysia is still in
its infancy when compared with the law of other developed countries. The local
computer industry is growing and it is only a matter of time before the effect of
limitations of the new Copyright Act will be known. Currently not many cases
involving infringement of copyright is discussed in courts.' 73
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7. Current Developments in Computer Law in Japan

Summary :

This chapter discusses current developments in computer law

in Japan.
A major revision to the "Copyright Law" was made in June 1985 and it took effect
on 1 January 1986. It mainly adds the current Copyright Law some provisions on how
to deal with computer programs.

As an introduction to the protection of computer

programs, a provision was included in the revision to define a 'program'. It provides
that 'a program is an expression of a set of instructions to a computer that is capable of
causing the computer to function so as to obtain a desired result. (Article 2, Paragraph 1,
item 10.2).' To clarify what works are protected under the "Copyright Law" article 10
lists examples of works. To this listing a new item was added. This is a 'Work of a
program.' (Article 10, Paragraph 1, Item 9). To further clarify the extent of the
program to be protected under the law, article 10, paragraph 3, provides that a
protectable program does not extend to a 'program language', a 'rule', or an algorithm.
A program language means characters and other codes as a means to express a program
and a system of such characters and codes. Examples are FORTRAN, PASCAL,
COBOL, etc. A 'rule' means a specially prearranged method of use of the program
language for specific programs. More specifically, this means such rules as are required
for an interface, and may also include a protocol. An 'algorithm' is defined as a method
to create the combination of instructions to a computer as used in programs. It is a
logical sequence of procedures for attaining the intended purposes. These three items
Dissertation July 1996
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are excluded from protection because by their nature they are distinguishable from the
program itself, and because copyright protection might not always be advisable in their
cases. Itis clear that a program should be for computers.' 74

Computers include those provided at least with computation, control and memory
functions, and thus they include not only office and personal computers and wordprocessors, but also video-game machines and microcomputers. Again a program
should be one that is used to obtain a 'desired result' on the computer. It is not actually
clear what 'desired result' means, but it is generally understood to mean the end result
of the computer operation. Thus microprograms which are used for computer control
that are not directly related to obtaining the end result of computer operation have
problems. It is strongly argued that they should be not included in the category of
computer programs. On the other hand, source programs should naturally be included
since they can cause the computer to function so as to obtain the end result, with the
assistance of the language processors. Since a program should be an expression, of a set
of instructions, a step of the instructions or a one-line statement cannot be a program.
The number of steps required to form a program should be determined on a case-by-case
basis.' 75
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The term 'work' is defined by the 'Copyright law' to be creative expression of an
idea or sentiment that belongs to the area of literature, science, art or music (Article 2,
paragraph 1, item I of the law). The Copyright Law is a law for the protection of
expression of the above. It does not protect the idea or sentiment itself. Thus, the law
does not protect the idea behind the program. Protection of the idea in the program
should be carried out by other applicable laws, especially the "Patent Law". The abovementioned rules and algorithms can be regarded as ideas for use with computers, and
thus cannot be protected as programs per se. It can also be said that the specifications
and designs, and in many cases the flow charts as well, can be regarded as ideas for the
working of a computer.' 76

A revision to the 'Copyright Law' effective 1St January 1986, was made regarding
the authorship of a work involving legal entities such as corporations. The law had
stated that a work originated by a legal entity, or other employer, and created by a
person working for such legal entity or other employer in the course of his or her
performance of duty, should belong to such legal entity or other employer if the work
was published in the employer's name unless there was an agreement to the contrary.
However this provision was not appropriate for computer programs because computer
programs are not usually published, but are rather kept within companies as confidential
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The revised law, eliminated the requirement that a work should be

information.

published in the name of the employer for it to acquire the authorship of the work
created by its employees. (Article 15, Paragraph 2 of the law).177

There are a few problems arising from these provisions regarding the authorship
of this type of a work. Among others, a question is posted as to who is the author of a
work where a company requests a sub-contractor to write a program. The question
should be answered on a case-by-case basis. Arguments are made on both sides, but
probably the authorship of the ordering company may be denied under the Japanese
Law. It is possible to circumvent this problem, however by an agreement with the
subcontractor for the transfer of the authorship to the ordering company, thereby
avoiding the difficulty of unfavourable interpretation of the law. Another revision to the
law is the restriction of the copyright in case of copying or modifying programs, under
certain circumstances. The current law contains several provisions to permit copying
or modifying work such as for private use (article 30), use at library (article 31), use as a
quotation (article 32) and so forth. The new addition to the law says that the owner of a
copy of a program work can copy or modify the work to the extent that he or she needs
to do so in doer to use the work with a computer (article 47-2, paragraph I). The one
who is permitted to copy another work is limited to the owner of a copy of the work.
Therefore a person who has acquired a program by lease has no right to copy the work.

177
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Unless there is an agreement, otherwise a difficulty arise if copying is carried out. The
requirement that the copying can be made to the 'extent needed' restricts the cases
where copying is allowed to such cases as the change of media from a magnetic tape to a
magnetic disk and copying for back-up purposes. The allowed copying is limited to
that done for use of the work for the owner. Thus it is not possible to copy a work for
sale to a third party.

178

The Japanese Copyright law does not require registration for copyright protection.
This is based on the Berne Convention, to which Japan is a party. However, the current
law contains several provisions for the registration of certain items. The author of a
work published anonymously or under a pseudonym can register his or her real name,
whether he/she retains the copyright when the registration is applied.
Paragraph 2).

(Article 76,

179

If there is an infringer, the copyright owner can enjoy the infringement (article
112, paragraph 2). If someone infringes, the copyright intentionally or by negligence,
the copyright owner can demand damages. (Article 114, Paragraph 1). If the infringer
has obtained profit by infringement, the amount of the profit is presumed to be the
damages, the copyright owner has suffered. Alternatively the copyright owner can
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demand that an amount of money that could be received as the consideration for the
exercise of the copyright be paid as damages (Article 114, Paragraph 2).180

Infringement takes place only when any of the rights of the copyright such as the
copying right is infringed. Since the Japanese "Copyright Law" does not provide for
any right to use the copyrighted work, the copyright owner cannot enjoin any party from
using an infringing work except those acts listed in article 113. Thus it was necessary
when the law was revised to add the article a provision regarding the use of infringing
works of a program.

Other Asian Countries a overview
-

India has streamlined its copyright law by comparing the United Kingdom, and it
started implementing the laws very seriously from 1990. On the basis of the strict
implementation, the United States has removed India from the list of countries where
the 'trade sanctions are intended to be' by the United States. They have removed India
from the list and included Brazil in the list.
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United States is very seriously concerned about the lawlessness or nonimplementing the laws in China. They are seriously concerned about the extent of
piracy in Windows-95 software in China. They have given serious warning to China
that strict trade sanctions will be implemented, if they do not act properly. How China
is going to implement the copyright laws a matter to be seen by all)83
-

191,

I

My own views on this subject after reading articles about Windows Piracy in China
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8. Computer Misuse in Asia

-

the Copyright Issue

Summary : This chapter discusses the reasons for the failure of computer software
protection legislation in Asian Countries.
1.

184

Economic Reason
There are different copyright laws regarding the Software protection in all Asian

countries. While these laws are successful in many of the developed countries, they are
often unsuccessful in the developing countries. None of the Asian countries enforce
the copyright laws vigorously. The main reason for this is high cost of the software.
Individual users believe that they are justified in copying the software because they
cannot afford the price of the original copies.

185 In developing countries, especially in

Asia and Latin America, ordinary people cannot afford to buy software used in their
country legally because of the high cost involved. For example a word processing
software package MS-Word developed by Microsoft costs $350 for a single copy. This
amounts to Rs.8,000 in Indian currency, which is nearly three months of a person's
salary and 2 years of the savings of a common man or woman. By the time, (s)he saves
for buying the software, the software company releases another version, and the
common person cannot afford to buy the software.

Hence a common man, who

14
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wants to learn the software prefers to copy and learn instead of investing his savings.
Moreover, the preferences for high standard of living like having a house, electronic
equipment, two-wheelers take preferences to the high-cost software.

Hence (s)he

prefers to copy the software needed instead of buying. To avoid this, computer
software manufacturers should base their prices on the average income of the common
man where they market the software.

The similar issue of printing books

simultaneously in India and Singapore when printed in UK and USA is highly
successful.

For example, printing companies like Prentice-Hall, McGrawhill have

their own publications houses in India and Singapore.

If a text book costs $70 in

Australia, the same text book printed by the same publisher costs Rs.70 which is
equivalent to $2.50.

The cost is based on the average income of the country.

Similarly the Software companies should fix the pricing of the software based on the
average income of the country.
('ii1tiir

Swinyard, Rinne and Keng Kau'8t' in their cross-cultural analysis report mentioned
that, "though the software piracy is a trouble some issue in every corner of the globe, the
popular press has singled out Asia for particular condemnation."

187 They report that in

Hongkong, Singapore and Taipei the computer shopper can buy pirated copies of
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virtually any copyrighted software for little more than the costs of a blank disc from
retail outlets.
Protection legislation originally came from the Western World. This legislation
mainly dealt with copyright, trademarks, patents etc., and reflects the traditional values
of the West in preserving and protecting individual creative efforts. Software can be
protected through a variety of legal means. Program coding is protected under the
International copyright law. More thorough protection provided by the statutory
copyright law became available in 1909. 188 The laws were strengthened with the 1976
copyright act and the 1980 Amendments to that Act, which included the visual
representation of program code as appropriate to copyright.189

Copyright and patent protection reflect a characteristic value of the Western world
in general and the United States in particular. In U.S. individual freedom and benefits
are emphasised over the societal benefits. Many other Western nations also generally
hold that individual creative developments have individual ownership. This view is
reflected widely. Artist's signatures on their work, author's name on their work etc. are
examples of such reflections of the individual ownership. Not only have artists and
authors historically taken full credit for and signed their work, but so have also glassblowers, silversmiths, photographers, clock-makers, welders, inventors of all kind and
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even sometimes clothing inspectors and automobile workers. The West's preoccupation
with protecting original creative work led it to originate copyright, patent, and tradesecret legislation.190
Asia presents quite a contrast. Asian culture, and particularly the Chinese culture,
which has dramatically influenced the culture of the most Asian nations, has
traditionally emphasised that individual developers or creators are obliged to share their
developments with society. A Chinese proverb reflects this view: "He that shares is to
be rewarded; he that does not share is condemned". Indeed most of the third world
nations firmly believe that copyright is a Western concept created to maintain a
monopoly over the distribution and production of knowledge and knowledge-based
products.

'

Barnes points out that a moveable type allowed exact copies of the

master's original calligraphy. A likely motivation for the Chinese to invent moveable
type was that it permitted them "to precisely reproduce classically elegant calligraphy
time after time, thus reflecting their cultural value of sharing creative work".

192

Similarly in Asia, books often feature both the name of the translator and the author
with equal standing on the title page. Asian paintings are signed with the name of the
school that produced the work, rather than the name of the artist. Indeed these schools
typically have numerous artists, all precisely duplicating the same creative work. We
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While China is an attractive

can also see the legislative reflections of such values.

market for U.S. Software producers, their concern is that there is no copyright law
which strictly prohibits software piracy.
We can clearly infer that the Asian generally does not support the notion of
protecting proprietary creative work. In many Asian countries, the highest compliment
one can be paid is to be copied. Copying is not only admired, but encouraged. It is no
surprise therefore that protection concepts would be adopted slowly. Asians also have
a different perspective on moral decision-making than people of Western countries.
Americans generally like to follow the rules, where as the Asians generally like to see
the circumstances than the rules. A study by Swinyard, Delong and Cheng'93 points out
that Americans tend to make moral decisions based on fundamental value rules of right
and wrong and they see little relativity in their moral choices; what is a moral thing is
also a moral thing in another situation. The report also mentioned that the Americans
The report suggests that this

are relatively rule-oriented in their moral decisions.

American attitude generally reflect the way of Western thinking.

194

By contrast, the study also found that Asians seem to make moral decisions less
on rules and more on the basis of the consequences of their moral behaviour. What is
moral in one situation may be immoral in another depending on the situation. They
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seem to follow a utilitarian ethical approach. This tendency too suggests that Americans
would be more likely be obedient to the copyright laws than Asians, who would
carefully consider the situation, outcomes or benefits which would result from a
copyright violation.'95
As a result, Americans will have both attitudes and intentions which are more
congruent with copyright laws than Asians. Asians will tend to base their moral
decisions on the outcomes of the behaviour, while Americans will tend to base their
moral decisions on the nature of the decision 1tself.196
One study was conducted of 221 students attending a major Western University
and 1 50 students attending the National University of Singapore. Although the validity
of the survey instrument has been questioned, questionnaires were administered in
classroom settings to students across both campuses. The questionnaires were
completed in private and subjects were assured of complete anonymity in their
To the surprise of everyone, the Singaporean subjects were more

responses.

knowledgeable about software copyright law. Despite this awareness, they were less
supportive of those laws, and were more inclined to make illegal copies of software.
While Asians seem to have a more causal attitude than Americans towards software
piracy, those in the West must understand that it is not simply a matter of law-breaking.
Copyright and any other similar protection laws are firmly against the Asian culture
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which supports the concept of sharing, rather than protecting individual work. Nobody
could expect Asians to quickly support copyright legislation nor to immediately include
it in their attitudes or behaviour. Meanwhile police-action enforcement of copyright
laws are being used in Asia. Despite the fact that many Asians are behaving illegally,
we should not conclude they are behaving immorally. To be precise, it appears that
their moral values respecting this matter are simply very different from Westerners.
Asians' culture not only provide less support for the copyright legislation, it provides
more support for the human benefits which might come from the privacy. We could
expect relatively little voluntarily compliance, until the Asian cultural norms change.
Cultural changes slowly, and people in the Western nations must have their patience
with Asia as it changes. It may take may be years or even generations that this to
happen.

3.

197

Social reason
A particular law is unlikely to be successful unless it is supported by the society.

It is debatable how far the law can independently influence the society. Often the
legislation is not the result of any specific popular mandate. It is very difficult to
measure how far a law could be used as an instrument to change the patterns of social
life, if it is not accepted by the society whole-heartedly. Enforcement of law depends
not only on lawyers, but on all interested parties, who are motivated for some reason, to
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follow the system. Cotterrell states that, "If law is to be effective it must be in the
interests of those upon whom the law depends for its invocation or enforcement to set
the legal machinery in the motion. Law must provide incentives to ensure its own use.
In many cases this will mean ensuring the availability of adequate and suitable remedies
in the law for those whom it is designed to aid or protect; remedies sufficiently attractive
to motivate the victim of illegal practices to seek the aid of legal system."

198

The law will fail if the people are not committed and the enforcing agencies are
also not committed. If a law relies on coercion to be effective, it is unlikely to be fully
successful. An example would be the "Maintenance of Internal Security Act (MISA)"
rule in India imposed by the late Prime Minister of India Mrs.Gandhi. (from my
memory). In 1976, Late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's Government enacted the
MISA, despite the opposition from the public. Coercion was used on public, and all the
opposition leaders were arrested. Within six months of formulation, the Act was
withdrawn by the Government.
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The causes of its failure were similar to the cause

underlying the failure of prohibition laws in America.
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William M. Evan has put seven conditions under which law can effectively
influence behaviour and attitudes of the people, viz.,20t
I.

"The source of the law must be authoritative and prestigious.
The law must be expressed in terms of its compatibility and continuity with
established cultural and legal principles.
It must be possible to make clear both the nature and the significance of the
new patterns of behaviour required by the law by pointing to groups,
societies or communities in which these patterns exist.
The shorter the transition time the easier the adaptation to the change
required by the law.
Enforcement agents must be committed to the behaviour required by the
law.
Positive sanctions, he suggests are as important as negative ones.
Effective protection must be provided for the rights of those who would
suffer as a result of evasion of the law. They must be given incentive to use
the legislation.
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The Asian culture emphasises the importance of sharing. As stated above,

202 the

culture of the Asian people is to share within the group. The Copyright Law which
protects the work of the author could not be effective for two reasons, viz.

The culture cannot be changed easily by law
There is no commitment from the legal framework to impose the copyright
law in a stricter sense.

Loopholes in Law
Copyright Laws in most of the countries prohibit copying software for profit or
commercial purposes and do not cover copying for personal use. Hence, many people
copy software for their personal use for learning, or to give to others as a gift.
Moreover, inconsistencies within legislation help the people who misuse the software,
and make successful prosecution difficult. It is very hard to prove in the courts of law
in the Asian countries, even if one person commits a day light robbery, as there are
plenty of loopholes in the legislation.
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Indirect encouragement from countries
Couiitries like India and China earn foreign exchange through Software exports to
western countries. In those countries, labour is cheap. For getting many contracts
from the western countries, the people should be up-to-date with the softwares wanted.
Hence the people are encouraged to copy and learn the software, as the cost of the
original software is very high. For example Oracle Software costs Rs.50,000 per copy
in India, which is beyond the reach of a common man. He has to learn Oracle to get
Oracle contracts from the Western countries.

Countries like India and China turn a

blind-eye to this human development, because of the countries' indirect benefits.

Other Issues
This chapter has examined the failure of Copyright law in Asian countries. For
the same reason that copyright laws are difficult to enforce, other aspects of computer
misuse may similarly be difficult to address effectively because what is perceived to be
misuse in Western countries, will be viewed differently in Asian countries.
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9. Computer Misuse- Su2gested Solutions

Summary

This chapter suggests some solutions to the problem of computer misuse

and strategies to reduce, if not eliminate, computer misuse.
Price
There is little doubt that the main reason behind the Software piracy is the high
cost of software. Software manufacturers should think of producing the software in
large volumes to sell at very low prices. Otherwise, software piracy will not stop. The
pricing policy should not be based on the US market but should depend on the average
earnings of the common man in the country of sale. This should be compared to the
success of the books publications, when they priced according to the income of the
average citizen of the country.
International Convention and Treaty
All countries including countries from Asian countries like India, China,
Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, Korea and Indonesia should hold an international
convention to discuss the issues and to promulgate a Treaty. Basically almost all the
nations have modified their legislation for the following issues.

Computer fraud
Obtaining information in an unauthorised way.
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C.

Unauthorised alteration or destruction of information stored on a computer
Denying access to an authorised user and
Unauthorised removal of information stored on a computer.203

The above issues are mentioned, discussed in detail by the Law Commission and all the
countries have accepted them and modified their legislation. The Treaty could be
promulgated, and would probably attract widespread international support.

The sole issue where the difference arises between the Western countries and the
Asian countries is the "Copying of the Software for personal use". The Asian countries
will not agree to cover this issue, as part of the Treaty unless the pricing issue is sorted
out. There are two alternatives. The first one is that the Western countries, when they
sign the Treaty could incorporate this issue (Copying of software for personal use is
illegal), and the Asian countries when they sign the Treaty, could sign the Treaty to
cover all the other issues except this one. Alternatively the Law Commission should
take an initiative, like what they have done when they identified the computer crimes,
and discuss the pricing issue in detail with the Western Countries. Western countries
may not agree to have different pricing policies to different countries.
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The Convention could also discuss, other matters like sharing the state-of-art
Technology, Research and Development fund allocation and technological transfer to
other countries at a reduced cost to include in the Treaty. This will give maximum
benefits to all the countries at less cost. The outcome of the research could be shared
and could be benefited through out. For example the Western countries are very good in
producing the Hardware ie. the machinery part. The Asians especially the Indians and
the Chinese are very good in developing the Software. ie. the programs to run in the
Hardware. If the Treaty that is signed include matters like sharing the Technology, more
effective programs could be written at a lower cost which would be of benefit globally.

The Treaty could be prepared in the Convention, and could be signed by all the
countries, including Asia for all the issues except the ones where they differ in principle.
it is unfortunate that the Information Technology has undergone drastic changes over the
15 years, and there is no international convention held to prevent computer crimes. It is
also funny that lot of 'Computer Information World Exhibitions' is being conducted
every year, and this issue is not dealt with very firmly. I think efforts should be made to
discuss the global issue immediately by all countries before the matter get further worse.

The Treaty could be reviewed periodically to include any other relevant issues
which may arise from time to time or because of more technological findings.
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The other solutions could be as follows:
How could computer abuse be minimised?204
Fitzgerald suggests the following recommendations to minimise computer abuse.
Effective Internal Controls
Consistency in the application of internal controls is of paramount importance.
This control must be effective from data capture to report delivery. Control points
could be classified as Data capture, Data Preparation and Processing, Security
copies or back-up copies, Error detection and error correction, Error Analysis. It is
also suggested the duties and responsibilities should be shared by many
individuals and no single individual should have the responsibility for the
complete processing ofajob.
Careful employee recruiting and personnel practice
This includes pre-employment screening, Policy development on disclosure of
confidential information, job rotation policies, clear channels for addressing
grievances, personnel review procedures and employment termination practices.
Enlightened business Systems
To introduce strict controls within the system so that any malfunctions can be
detected and reported.

204
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Employment of effective Internal and EDP Auditing staff
The important role of control can be assisted greatly by the use of trained and upto-date internal audit and EDP Audit staff.

EDP staff should be part of the

Internal audit team and empowered to audit the system information at any point of
time.
Monitoring Customer Complaints
Comprehensive records of the customer complaints should be maintained and
reviewed. The sources of the problem could be anything including deliberate
computer abuse perpetration
Companies should invest heavily on Security Hardware and Software
Even though very expensive, the computer companies investing on networks and
other on-line interactive processing should invest on secured hardware and
software which is very difficult to break or tampered. Mostly companies want to
invest minimum amount and ripe lot of benefits out of it. This culture should
change.

Committed Management
Management should be committed to implement stricter computer policies which
is administered by SPA and other watch-dog organisations, who work for the
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betterment of the computer world.
8.

Organising more watch-dog organisations
Many watch-dog organisations could be formed to check the computer misuse
under control. These organisations should be supported by all the companies, so
that the watch-dog organisation could protect the interests of the country in a
better way.

Most of the above mentioned recommendations already exists in many
organisations, and it is very difficult to say, at present that the computer misuse is
reduced. By implementing the above recommendations, many organisations had traced
the property theft, in the past. A recent discussion paper further recommends the
The problems associated with each

following to protect from software piracy.
recommendation is also discussed below.205

Technological Solutions206
1.

Software Locks
Technological solutions to prevent the software piracy normally involve an
encryption process to protect the software. Software pirates, due to huge profit,
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enjoy breaking the code of any new locks. More investment is made by hackers
into breaking the locks than in producing the encrypted lock programs. However
research suggests that this is one of the best form of protection, we can have from
the pirates.
Technological copy-protection may be hardware based, software based or a
combination of the two. It is very difficult to break hardware-coded locks, but
expensive to code the locking mechanism. One of the problems with this solution
is that updating new releases at a later date is very difficult.

Making distribution disks copy resistant
This is one of the popular way of protecting the original software. The
manufacturer records the software by varying the format of the data on the disk.
The empty areas of the disks, could be used for recording the control information,
and hence it cannot be copied by any standard program. The problem with this
type of distribution disk is that even back-up disk can not be created for genuine
buyers.
A

I

Access locks are programmed checks that verify whether the software is being
used on the right machine and within the license period. When the program is
running, a hidden routine checks for the expiry date, machine serial number, etc.
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If the routine checks fail, the program ceases to operate.

IBM announced

recently, that it will make CD-ROMS containing as many as 100 different locked
programs at minimal cost to its customers. The purchaser can decide later, the
software (s)he wants to buy and may execute a toll free number, to receive a
password to unlock the product from CD-ROM. Access locks could be used where
the software is leased or licensed for a limited time period. Access locks are
expensive and there is a lesser probability that a computer engineer could disable
it from functioning efficiently.

Encryption of on-line Data
Due to increasing usage in electronic data transfer, many multi-nationals, are using
encrypted data load. This will prevent unauthorised people from downloading the
data from the networks. Recently, the administration announced that a voice
encryption microcircuit called the Clipper Chip is going to become the standard
for non-classified communication.

Hard code numbers in computer memory
In one anti-piracy design technique, the software application runs on a computer
only if it recognises a specific hard coded serial number into the memory. The
disadvantage of this technique, is that the genuine user would be put into difficulty
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if the computer starts malfunctioning. This method originally developed and
followed for some time, is slowly being discontinued.

Copy protection security devices
Copy protection devices are manufactured to protect the software from persons
indulging in computer misuse. Some of the devices also keep count, the number
of times the software is used. The security devices are transparent to the users
and at present, being effectively used in many organisations.

Use of Holographic Images on Software Packages
U.S. Software companies, started using holograms, to discourage piracy. The
holograms are created on the software packages, using million-dollar laser
equipment.

But the pirates have been successful in creating copies of the

holograms also. Microsoft was surprised when their million dollar Holographic
image was copied and sold in Taipei, Taiwan. Approximately $150 million worth
of bogus Microsoft products were seized in the raids in China alone. Microsoft
annually looses around $1 billion due to the software piracy.207
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Most of the above mentioned technological solutions of copyright protection are
susceptible to failure by competent technicians. They can give only temporary solutions
to the problem against software misuse.

It is important to note that the technological

solutions will merely supplement the economic, free market, and legal methods of
software protection.

Pricing, Promotion & Distribution Strategies
Reasonably priced back-up copies
Most of the software suppliers do not provide a copy without an extra charge.
Most users would be willing to pay a nominal fee for making back-up copies. By
providing back-up copies at a cheaper price, the suppliers can reduce the users'
inventive to make private copies.

Multiple Copy Discounts
Another incentive that software suppliers can provide to the buyers is the
provision of multiple copy discounts. They can give discount for quantity
purchases. Certain software vendors are providing this type of facility to volume
buyers who meet their criteria for site licensing or bulk purchasing. Some
computer resellers are forming consortia of many smaller dealers in order to get
more discounts from
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the suppliers.
Commissions to resellers
American software companies including Adobe Systems Inc., Autodesk Inc., are
offering upto 30% commissions to software resellers to identify the offenders of
the copyright laws. In most cases the company asks the offender to purchase the
software and the reseller receives a commission on the transaction. Autodesk
recovered more than $8 million by this process and many more companies are
following suit.

Strong customer focus
Computer support combined with low price software may reduce piracy. If the
customer support is strong, many customers may opt to buy legitimate copies.

Open Policy
In the absence of an effective, copy protection system, some manufacturers have
found an open policy from software piracy. The software is sold without any
copy-protection. It is believed that serious users of software will reject continued
use of pirated software in the long run, if proper incentives to own the legitimate
copies are given.
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frequent upgrades and by providing a strong support infrastructure. Oflate, many
24-hours toll-free hotlines are introduced by many vendors.

Another different approach is used by the SPA's Copyright Protection Fund. This
fund's membership include big companies like Microsoft, Lotus and Apple. The
fund fights software piracy on behalf of the entire PC software industry by taking
action against business and individuals who pirate software. Over the past three
years, the SPS has collected more than $3 million in recoveries from settlements
which have been used to fund further litigation and anti-piracy campaign.
User Managers
User managers can reduce risks of workplace copyright infringement by following
the strategies mentioned below:

Negotiate with software suppliers for the required number of usage
Negotiate for licence packs
Define policies on software use and misuse

.

. Conduct regular audits of company's hardware and software

• Prescribe punishments fro copyright offences
•

Educate employees about software code of ethics
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Use asset management of tracking software piracy.

.

The software misuse and piracy could be reduced to a great extent by following the
above mentioned strategies and solutions.
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10. Conclusion
The foremost important thing is that all countries including the Asian countries
should hold an international convention and sign a Treaty for the issues, they have
already agreed and promulgated a legislation. This will curb the computer crimes,
through out the World uniformly. The issue for which there is a difference between the
Western countries and the Asian countries could be dealt with separately. II is very
important, to hold an international convention and draft a Treaty as soon as possible.
The Treaty will definitely be the important step to curb the computer crimes. If
necessary the Asian countries, could hold another convention to discuss the issue, which
they united disagree with the Western countries. The Treaty also can include other
simultaneous

issues like technological transfer, Research and Development,
publications, etc.

The legal enforcement of the new copyright laws and the problems in prosecuting
the offenders are the main stumbling blocks for software copyright laws in most
countries. The legal process of controlling the software piracy will follow its own
course at its own pace. More and more amendments may be required to suit the existing
level of piracy in each countries.

To reduce the potential of lawsuits, the user manager in every organisation must
implement strict controls and conduct regular audits to ensure only the legitimate copies
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are used within the organisation. User managers should create software policies and
educate all the users, the importance of following them.

Every organisation needs to have a published policy against copyright
infringement. Software should be based on needs assessment, planning and budgeting,
through proper procurement procedures and should be registered wherever possible.

More Research and Development fund should be allocated to find out the various
methodologies to protect the network and to transfer the information to authorised users
with more speed and accuracy.

Unless the manufacturers change the pricing policy to suit every country, it is very
difficult to say whether the price of the software or hardware is going to reduce. If the
price is very high, it may not be possible for the developing countries to strictly
administer the laws to curb the Computer crimes. If the countries started administering
the law, they will suffer from the exports.

It is a vicious circle and hence every

country's need to be taken into account before the Western countries started asking the
developing countries to administer the computer crime laws. An option for
the Western countries could be to subsidise the price of the software to the developing
countries. Software manufacturers will need to take an aggressive customer focussed
role

They should accomplish this by pursuing innovative pricing, promotion and
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distribution strategies. These strategies will offer incentives to the users for buying the
original softwares.

These strategies should include licensed agreements, negotiated

agreements, reasonably priced back-up copies, institutional selling, open policies and
strong customer support and service.206

More strict controls should be developed in the internets, so that information
espionage could be avoided. The countries who develops the controls, could share the
state-of-art technology with the other countries, as the problem is a very common one.
Companies should come out open if their companies record are accessed illegally, so
that effective solutions could be developed.

Software piracy as earlier stated, results in loss of high technology investment and
trade, loss of jobs and loss of tax revenues.209 Governments all over the world are
taking appropriate steps to enact proper legislation. It is unfortunate that not a unique
common legislation is enacted in all the countries where the computer crimes is
perceived as a threat to the society. The software protection laws are difficult to
enforce in Asian countries due to its cultural, social, legal and economic differences to
Western countries. It is because what is perceived to be misuse in western countries,
will be viewed differently in Asian countries.
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APPENDIX I. COMPUTER LEGISLATION IN GERMANY

Summary

This chapter presents an non-authorised translation of the computer crime

provisions in the Federal Republic of Germany.21°

"Computer-related crime provisions of the Federal Republic of Germany in a non-authorised
translation.

Par.202a StGB
Any person who without authorisation obtains, for himself or for another, data which are
not meant for him and which are specially protected against unauthorised access, shall be
liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years or to a fine.
Data in the sense of subparagraph 1, are only those, that are stored or transferred
electronically or magnetically or in any other not directly perceptible form.

Par.263a StGB
Any person who, with the purpose of obtaining an unlawful gain for himself or for a third
party, causes loss to another by interfering with the result of data processing by improper
programming, by the use of incorrect or incomplete data, by the unauthorised use of data,
or by otherwise interfering without authorisation with the processing, shall be liable to
imprisonment to a term not exceeding five years or to a fine.

210

Law portion an unauthorised version Taken from Law Book, which was subsequently
misplaced in the NT University Library
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(2) Subsections (2) to (5) of paragraph 263 shall apply 'mutatis mutandis'.

Par.269 StGB
Any person who, for the purpose of deception in a legal transaction, stores or alters data
of evidentiary significance in such a way that when perceived, they would yield an
ungenuine or falsified writing, or who uses data thus stored or altered shall be liable to
imprisonment from a term not exceeding five years or to a fine.
The attempt shall be punishable
Subsection 3 of Paragraph 267 shall be applicable.

Par 270 StGB
Wrongfully interfering with data processing in legal transactions shall constitute deception
in legal transactions.

Par.272 StGB
Any person who wilfully causes declarations, negotiations or matters of fact, which are
material to rights or legal relationships to be recorded or stored in public writings, books,
data files or registers as having been made or as having happened, although they have
either not at all been made or happened, or else in another manner or by a person in a
non-entitled capacity or by some different person, shall be liable to imprisonment from a
term not exceeding one year or to a fine.
The attempt shall be punishable.
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Par.273 StGB
Any person who, for the purpose of deception, makes use of a false certification or stored
false data shall be liable to punishment in accordance with the provisions of that
paragraph and if, the intent was directed to procuring material gain for himself or another,
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 272.

Par 274 StGB
Any person who, with intent to cause prejudice to some other person (a) destroys,
damages or suppresses a writing or technical drawing which either does not belong to him
at all or does not belong to him exclusively, (b) deletes or conceals stored data within the
meaning of paragraph 202a, which are not or not exclusively at his disposal, with the
intent to cause damage to a third person or (c) removes, destroys, renders incognizable,
displaces or falsely sets up a boundary stone or any mark intended to indicate a boundary
or waterline shall be liable to imprisonment from a term not exceeding five years or to a
fine.
The attempt shall be punishable.

Par.303a StGB
Any person who unlawfully erases, suppresses, renders useless or alters data (Paragraph
202 (a) (2) shall be liable to imprisonment form a term not exceeding two years or to a
fine.
The attempt shall be punishable.
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Par. 303 b StGB
1.

Imprisonment not exceeding five years or a fine shall be imposed on any person who
interferes with the data processing, which is of essential importance to another person's
business or another enterprise or an administrative authority by
Committing an offence under Par 303 a (1) or
destroying, damaging, rendering useless, removing or altering a computer system or
a data carrier.

2.

The attempt shall be punishable

Par.303 c StGB
The offences of paragraphs 303 to 303b shall be prosecuted on request only. This shall
not apply in the cases where the prosecuting authority in view of the special public interest
in prosecution, deems it necessary to intervene on its own motion.

Par 348 StGB
An official who, being authorised to draw up public records, within his competence
certifies falsely or falsely enters in or feeds into public registers, books or data files any
legally significant manner, shall be liable to imprisonment form a term not exceeding five
years or to a fine.
The attempt shall be punishable.

Par 17 UWG (Unfair Competition)
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1.

A punishment of imprisonment not exceeding three years shall be imposed upon any
employee, workman or apprentice of a business enterprise, who during the term of his
employment relationship, without authorisation, communicates to another a trade or an
industrial secret that has been confided to him or made available to him by virtue of his
employment relationship, if he does so for purposes of competition or for personal gain or
for the benefit of a third party or with the purpose of damaging the proprietor of the
business.

2.

The same punishment shall be imposed upon anyone who for purposes of competition or
for a personal gain or for the benefit of a third party or with the purpose of damaging the
proprietor of the business
Without authorisation obtains or secures a trade or an industrial secret by
the application of technical means
the creation of corporeal reproduction of the secret or
the removal of an object in which the secret is incorporated, or
2.

makes unauthorised use of or communicates to another trade or industrial secret
that he has acquired or otherwise obtained or secured without authorisation through
a communication of the kind described in subsection 1 or through an act as set out
in nr.1 of the present subsection done by himself or a third party.

3.

The attempt shall be punishable

4.

In particular serious cases the punishment shall be imprisonment not exceeding
five years. A case shall as a rule, be particularly serious if the offender knows at
the time of the communication that use is to be made of the secret abroad or if he
himself makes use of it abroad.
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The French draft law, accepted by the National Assembly on 15 June 1987. A new Chapter Ill in
the title II of the third book of the Criminal code, entitled: about some offences in the field of
information technology.

Art. 462-2
Any person who fraudulently enters, directly or indirectly, an automated data processing
system, shall be liable to imprisonment of a term between two months and one year and
to a fine between 2.000 to 50.000 F or to one of these sanctions.

When the act causes information present in the system, to be suppressed or modified, or
the functioning of the system to be changed, the imprisonment shall be between two
months and two years and the fine between 10.000 F and 1 00.000F.

Art 462-3
Any person who, intentionally and illegally, interferes with or hampers the functioning of an
automated data processing system shall be liable to imprisonment for a term between
three months and three years and a fine between 10.000 F and 100.000 F or to one of
these sanctions.

Art 462-4
Any person who, intentionally and illegally suppresses or modifies information contained
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by an automated data processing system or puts information into such a system shall be
liable to imprisonment for a term between three months and three years or to a fine
between 5.000 F to 1 00.000F or to one of these sanctions.

If the suppression, the modification or the input of information consists of an alteration of
the truth so that it can cause prejudice to some other person, the term of imprisonment is
between one and five years and the fine between 20000 F and 200.000F

Art 462-5.
Any person who knowingly makes use of writings reproducing information that have been
put into a system or have been modified under the conditions of the second paragraph Art
462-4 shall be liable to imprisonment for a term between one and five years and to a fine
between 20.000 F and 200.000F or to one of these sanctions.

Art 462-6.
The court may pronounce the confiscation of the materials belonging to the condemned
person and that have served for committing the offences mentioned in the present
chapter."
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